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COLIN JOHNSON

A Missionary Would I Have Been

Into the mountains, into those heaped-up rocks, all rising, all curved and pointed
like the breasts of women, I came strutting: a crusader with a tarnished cross, or
rather one of Peter the Hermit's motley band of cranks-but without even his zeal
to keep on striding towards the illusion of a new Jerusalem. Was it a wonder that
the end soon came?
The clouds pressed against the mountain-tips: babies suckling, lovers in a breezeblown fantasy. Too old to be a baby-and so the eyes stared: the soft curves half
unveiled by the fabric. The eyes glanced covetously, wished to possess: below the
hips the swathed cloth of sari hid all shape, and so the eyes slid to the face--clung,
eyes to eyes, searching and seeking for a love returned. Always not to know: love
was going to bed with the other, but that did not ease the pain that slipped to
another: an endless round!
The clouds moved from tip to tip, sliding down into the deep valleys, misting
and turning objects into uneasy lumps. The eyes never seemed, I was never sure,
to really meet in that attitude called touching. My pair looked, gazed and finally
wanted to rip into that other which seemed to be deliberately with-holding what
I felt was a colossal lack. ~Ah, if she only knew.'-I consoled myself with that
thought.
The foaming waters penetrated deep into the mountain-slopes, pushing away at
the red and uncovering the grey of rock. The wind creased the clouds: how naked
the hills and mountains lay. How soft, how desirable was a woman's body! And so
my round eyes gazed into her almond eyes seeking to find. How the sun sparkled
-really sparkled in the vivid blue of the high-mountain sky, and this brightness
caused an upsurge of joy: every desire was shining with all the promise of fulfilment. But the clouds humped on the horizon, surged up, the sun rushed to them'[ am ashamed'-my eyes flew away and the sun had gone. 'Lord Jesus', I muttered, 'protect and cherish me; keep me away from all sin'-and felt no answer.
My eyes stared away and up.
Above the road the gonpa squatted: a few low, grey wooden shacks about a
yellow concrete cube of temple topped by a smaller rectangle on which a short
stubby spire of brass diminished rung by rung to the final cone. Above the road
the monastery squatted: a noise of cymbals, bells and trumpets surrounded by the
ceaseless flapping of prayer-cloth strips edging long tall poles. 'Oh Lord Jesus
protect me from all alien creeds'-and my eyes fell below to the safety of the thin
black road twisting and looping along the side of the. ridge and around and around
and about the curving railway track that wound leading to Darjeeling.
Now along that narrow way I was walking to where, below the monastery and
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across the road hung a petrol station: swirling cars and labouring trucks curved in
and out-and next to that garage lay the tea-shop-shack in which she lived.
There I drank tea and gazed and gazed into her face: a love-lorn Krishna
aching for his Radha. There was too much useless suffering in the world: only the
celibate knew how to suffer desire and the desire not to desire. She looked, she
looked, her eyes held mine and I fell. Once she saw me and called me to her-and
now I could not leave. 'Gentleman', she sang-and I fell. She mocked me-never
was I priest, father, swamiji-only a man! '0 Jesus, Mary and Joseph am J lost?'
My prayers unanswered, and the sun moved towards the earth. Long strips of
clouds glowed, then reddened with passion. The earth lay quietly waiting-a bitch
on heat! And lured, then hooked, then reeled in I was pulled again and again to
the tea-shop where I sat and watched the holy strips of cloth tugging at the long
poles black against the sky. 'St Francis keep me in thy bosom and protect me from
pain, from sin and from the desire to sin!'
And I came and came-to watch the tiny rail engines, loud with shrieks of
whistles and sooty with great belchings of black smoke, struggling to pull lines of
blue match-box carriages up and along the ridge towards Darjeeling. Her hair, so
midnight black, falling about the pale oval of her face. Her beauty, a cliche from
oriental mythology. Her glancing eyes, her Iips shaping smiles, her tongue fully
extended in the mountain gesture of appreciating a joke. And her English words
increased as did my Nepali. 'Namestay, how are you?' 'Tikay, beto hos.' 'Ek glass
chah timee.' So mixed up, all mixed up-stupid phrases like: 'You are happy
today.'; 'You look very beautiful.'; 'Don't laugh.'-and my hand formed about
my face her cliche beauty: the thick black glossy hair flowing about the heartshaped face in which the huge eyes, encircled by kohl, glowed, mocking my status
and my God. Her lips were red and full, shaped like the cliche bow, and her small
even teeth were milky white, while her cheeks were a vivid pink from too much
rouge.
The sun flashed and was gone in an instant; the clouds heaved and struggled;
rain tumbled down. Desire surged about, a bridge collapsed, and the rain fell and
fell-pounding the ground and finally slashing the road in two. My face lost its
smile. My idol believed all was God and paid homage to a holy-man with a halo
of hair, who worked miracles. 'Thou sufJerest that wonlan Jezabel to teach and
mock thy servants and thy teaching.' And the bridge was repaired, the road made
one, and again the trains rattled down towards the plains and heaved up to the
mountain top. The clouds separated and roamed across the skies and across the
valleys to smother the hillsides in ever-shifting mists. And I saw her stand in her
doorway, her eyes drowsy and heavy-lidded, laden with the hot dreams of mystery
cities like Bonlbay and Calcutta: the homes of her movie idols. And I watched
her split her wood and wash her clothes, her face and even her feet. She was a
peasant my mind screamed, and the gonpa vanished in an instant mist that veiled
the hideous images grimacing down in mockery at my weakness. To have come so
far for this!
The clouds heaved together, the heavy rain tumbled and tumbled: all was one
heavy wet cloud-and my face had lost its smile. I felt like fleeing the beloved, I
felt like tormenting the beloved with my torment. '] will hurt her, J will never
come here again-it's too wet anyway; besides she is a peasant while I am a
teacher-almost a priest.' And through the rain I ran down to the shop to order
'Chah', and sipped watching the waters flow. Her laughing face, her eyes caused
bliss-but I could not touch, only look. And if I did not see her the whole day
collapsed about me in the gloom of the constantly dropping rain.
Impregnated the earth brought forth shrubs and grasses, which in their turn
gave birth to buds that waited for the sun to flower. Rain and then a little warmth
6
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was all that was necessary-and next to the beloved, in her warmth I listened to
the rain and wished to echo the rhythm of the rain. '0 gentle Jesus protect me
from harm.' And she was vulgar, too many films she had dreamt herself into.
The sidelong glance, the stance, a ludicrous wink, even the flung kiss from handall borrowed from films. How vulgar she was, with her forehead tika dot and
lipstick a purple-pink and her sari a scarlet-red. The rains fell and fell. One goal
could be gained, two opposing goals-never! To have desire was to lose one's
pride. She looked at me, laughed 'Gentleman'-and like a dog I pricked my ears.
'Kyahein, what?'-to sip tea and talk to her in a mixture of English-Nepali in an
effort to get her to Darjeeling, to get her alone, to have her: to be free, of her.
'Darjeeling, hami janoo bioscope--one night, back.' To gesture along the road
and back. 'Ney, mata, pita'-to finish in gestures of slapping and the, pulling of
hair.
To finish in the sound of gongs and bells from the monastery. How to end it?
How to fulfil it? In homeopathic medicine a small quantity of poison was used to
expel a larger dose of the same lethal venom. To be, rid of the poison of the
beloved I would use the venom of lust and disgust. Love would be expelled by
love. An absurd plan born of the overheard whispers of boys telling of the evils
of Darjeeling. Best to confess and do penance. Confession and penance was the
answer. 'Bless me father for I have sinned. It is a week since my last confession
and I am plagued by bad thoughts and dreams.' 'Say six Hail Marys every night
before going to sleep. Go in peace and sin no more.' 'Thank you father.' The. rain
eased a little, then hesitated. 'Hail Mary full of grace the Lord is with thee-save
me from temptation.' The sun streaked light across the mountain breasts-to
vanish, and the rain rushed down upon me. But the road to Darjeeling remained
open.
Darjeeling, that like a slut to her mop, clung to the mountain ridge with her
dirty face flung towards the towers of the, castle of Katchenjunga, gleaming purewhite in the season without clouds. But the town now rotted under the rain. And
to that town I came, clinging like a leech to a cow, on a jeep--to be flung off into
the bustle of the market place. Grey wooden stalls in grimy rows hanging with
gaudy trinkets fondled by the light fingers of the dainty beautiful Nepali women,
stacked with piles of bright cloth caressed by the dark fingers of the plainswomen.
And I ease.d myself among them letting my eyes meet theirs and feeling the breath
of their passing saris. I tossed a coin to a heap of grey rags and received a heathen
'Ram, Ram' from thick bearded lips. A damp sadhu, clad only in an army greatcoat, strode along with swinging long matted locks. 'Bom Shankar!' he grinned
mockingly into my eyes. Too many heathen gods hung on their lips and walls: the
blood of the Lamb had not cleansed this place-had only become one of the
multitude to be grouped along with Shiva, Ram, Krishna, Vishnu. Perhaps one
day he would be classified as: Jesus Christ, Indian god of Euro-Semitic origin.
Only the pure sword could cleanse this land-and me! I thought of my plan and
of the suffering that brought relief-to suffer, to descend into hell: to put the
plan into action, to be dirty: by the grace. of God to rise cleansed.
And so, anonymous, freed from the feeling of identity I was free to act.
I slipped away from the bazaar area up steps leading towards the better part of
the town. Then the rain again began to fall-like a white mist of sperm. The
clouds bulged heavy with dripping lust. Passing girls talked, flat faces flashed
smiles at one another, pointed faces threw discontent. Today I was not a priest-tobe teacher-no, today I was free to enter an eating house just edging into the
class above the low and dirty. It was Tibetan, but with the eternal Indian calendar
gods pushing against a shrine to the living god-the Dalai Lama. And I sat on a
bench at the back feeling nervous, for I had done no such thing as this before.
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I ordered a plate of meat from a grinning little-English speaking boy and
picked at it while watching heavy-set Tibetan women muffled in thick full skirts,
shape meat patties. A radio blared soprano-voiced, eastern-western music, and I
watched a man gulping down a glass of the white spirit which I had heard called
Arak. I thought to order, but afraid of its potency instead asked for the weaker
Tibetan beer-ehang. The boy's grin broadened and he brought a bottle of the
liquid together with a dirty glass. I sipped and watched the day drifting into the
night. Today I had not seen her or drunk her tea.
The rain increased to a torrent; figures scurried past, and befuddled by the beer
my plan hung in my head. To continue or let all be: how to get the bitter fruit
and effect the cure? The light had fallen into the rushing darkness when a Nepali
man, wearing the small Gurkha black-pot cap with a silver badge of crossed
knives, staggered to my table, sneered at my beer and called for 'Arak'. We drank.
Words-'Where from?'; 'Where stay!'; 'What doing?'-attempted to cross the void.
Outside the water hissed down to the earth; inside the light escaped from a bare
sealed glass bulb. The Arak rushed to my stomach, spread up and provided the
courage to enquire about women. The man looked intently at me, smiled quite
beautifully, then said: 'I know, you friend, 1 tell you. Not far from here-I go
with you.' His eyes glazed, brightened: 'You know Karventer's shop and motor
stand behind. There railing, go through it, down steps and you find-number 99!'
The rain stopped for a moment, the darkness hung, the radio stuttered, and another Nepali came to the table to firmly and gently lead the drunken man away.
His feeble protests moved out of the door, but he had left his information behind.
The smell and taste of the Arak sickly clinging to my mouth. Darkness of
the night spaced by a few weak lights. Shadows of things and one or two wayfarers. The rhythm of my footsteps and another's. Her: her face, her body flowed
from my crushed mind to glide in front of me. I saw her there: to forget, to
remember; to push physically with my hands at that image which had turned and
faced me. To kill it, to push forward; to conquer and to win-to lose, to give
away: shame! 'Jesus, Mary and Joseph save me fronl myself. St Francis even now
it's not too late to stop this thing!' Unanswered: the railing, twin bars of cold
iron dripping with the moisture of my fear. 'Even now it's not too late to stop
this thing'-no answer: through and bending forward, the rush of water beating
at the umbrella fabric and scattering on the slippery stone steps.
Splashing feet and the dark shadows filled with the imaginary forms of beckoning women. 'Must I do this thing?' A man, a sorrowful black dog, plodded past.
Tunnel of alley oozing slime; falling steps slippery with my desire-worn with my
countless thoughts. The way to destruction: a mis-shapen shadow of a sentinel
tree. 'Then I saw that there was a way to hell, even from the gates of heaven, as
well as from the city of destruction'-thus, the roaming words of a song seemed to
chant. 'Kab kahanthe'-when, where? No one-how could I do this thing? Silence,
blankness-emptiness: no whores, only the wind and the rain, my dripping umbrella, and the light which suddenly materialised a man: 'You want girl?' 'Yes.'
'Come.'
Lightning suddenly seared across the great voidness called sky to show the
emptiness of alleys down which two rats scurried. Again lightning seared to show
the remounting of the slippery rocks called stairs. The dark rain rained waterlike piss flooding a urinal. Lightning seared: the white rain spurting like sperm
into the womb of the earth. 'How far? Where going?' 1 asked my companion, a
Nepali with a thick moustache and a supernatural smile. 'Number 99-come!'
Followed to the sacrifice, to the release-the purging, the purification: the water
was swallowing the earth!
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Lightning flashed into existence an arched opening leading into the bowels of
the earth. Such thick darkness within, a curtain seeming to be violently agitated by
the moaning wind. A hand groped to my hand, touched and held-to pull me
inside! A woman's hand-impossible to see her face or body. Nothing, except the
felt solid existence of that hand pulling me into the tunnel; pulling me, stumbling
along a passageway running with water running out of the subterranean depths.
Nothing!-then a curtain pulled aside: a single candle flickering light onto dirty
walls pasted with torn-out magazine pictures of cinema actresses staring fixedly
out in simulated lust. Another flickering flame, a faint gleam level with my forehead: her god, four-armed and passively white, stared out of a boyish face, and
below him danced a black devil in a foam of fire. Travesty of religion: to have
religion in such a place. Barbaric idolism that Christ meant to banish from the
world-with the sword: the cleansing by blood! 'Our Father, holy Mary, all the
blessed Saints-I am lost!'-in this dim dirty cave that reeked with vileness, that
held the vileness of a filthy couch covered with a grimy sheet. 'Sweet Jesus, what
must I do? Stay, be purified-or what?' An answer not received I sat on the bed
and waited for the cleansing fire. Before my eyes her demon-god flung a skull at
my head. My face seemed to drip blood and my ears ached with the chanting of
infernal vespers. And worst of all-Oh God!-she was monstrous and old. A
witch: the devil had caught me.
'Das rupee?'
'Achah.'
'All night-bis rupee.'
'Achah-Arak?'
'Ek rupee, bis paisa one bottle.'
'Achah.'
To get drunk, not to think or be. Once there had seemed to be love. How vile
everything was. Especially that horribly leering face which struggled to hold the
expression of a young girl. An old woman playing the part of a seductive film
actress: how awful to watch a young girl struggling out of an old woman. But
strangely desire begun; strangely in that hell lust quivered and arose-for her! She
danced out and returned with the bottle, a blanket and a clean sheet-then began
playing coy. Imprisoned in a nightmare I was forced to play her game bereft of
the power to flee into the light. I sought a refuge in drunkenness. With drunkenness lust turned urgent-I reached for her and she recoiled. Then began a game
of hide-and-seek with her body: offering, with-holding, coming together, pulling
apart-an old virgin whore. 'Jesus, Mary, Joseph'-she left the cave.
Tibetan gods leered down: sought to possess, to hold, to conquer. Heathen
demons: ugly, corrupt-beyond corruption. Dancing on corpses-on death; rattling
human bones; draining skulls of their brains; uniting in foul copulation-too soon
to come true! I was lost! Hideous scene-beautiful scene of my damnation. Noof my purging! Arak, more Arak what matter-desire! The demons entered my
heart and danced in my body. The witch returned, changed into a short shift:
impossible travesty of a goddess. The soft curves beneath the fabric. Too ugly to
be ugly-far beyond. 'Oh sweet Jesus, gentle Mary save me from strange compelling deities.' And I surrendered to the moment-to this thing! Her body so beautiful, the fluttering candle; the soft breasts flowing, flowing beneath my hands, the
water pelting hard above-rattling, rushing down. The drops falling, gleaning in
the light: jewels dripping one by one. And all the restless night fell into the rush
of the rain, into the smell of urine, of vomit-the painted face: too real to be real.
The body above, beneath; the foaming waters-the fall into the abyss. How soft,
how desirable was a woman's body. The warmth, the time flowing towards the
spent morning.
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Dawn rising to flow in and over the night-time going away with the rain that
had filled the earth and overflowed in puddles lying cold and inert. Stillness of
the early hours, neither morning nor night; stillness of the soul after its panic
flight. I looked up into the dark-grey of the sky where a few piercing stars hung.
I looked up into the. pearl-grey of the sky and at the mountain-ridge behind which
the full-flush of day lay. Then rays of light, God's fingers splayed up to reveal the
hidden sun. The bazaar area lay empty and soaking with the fragile frames of the
stalls leaning sleepily together in the growing light. A thin bearded beggar,
wrapped in numberless rags, squatted in a doorway and yawned, rubbing his eyes
into wakefulness. The motor-stand stood silent. Without noise or motion the
vehicles were sleeping like old coolies worn and emaciated by life-times of profitless drudgery.
A man clanged into existence-a doctor performing an emergency operation;
and another man emerged from behind the vehicle-the nurse. I approached them.
'Jeep?'
'Gharry ney-road broken, bahut pani.'
'Later?-'
A shrug, and I decided to walk the few miles to the school. The sun's golden hair
showed above. the ridge, and strands fell upon the trees and sparkled off the leaves.
Its forehead appeared, and then its face. Above, the dark hue of sky gleamed with
the ne.w morning. A few tiny puffy clouds drifted far away. It was a beautiful
clear bright day that had been purged by the lashings of the dark rain. And I
seemed to feel the liquid eyes of God following my every moment-but should it
be the eyes of the Goddess? Blasphemy: there was only one God and he was male.
God was not, could not be female-she who was the lacerated earth terrorised by
the male passion of God. I seemed to hear a snigger. The old prostitute's eyes
glared in mockery: bloodshot and wise, accepting and giving: more goddess than
demon-ness. No!-a witch's face: once such people were burnt.
Above the clear sky sparkled the earth below. A heavy trunk rested across the
road; its roots poked up still shedding earth, while its leaves hung over the roadedge still into the sky. The streaming earth steamed, while the misty hills lay like a
woman-and the road ran, black and glistening, littered with fallen boulders and
debris, between her thighs, to end in a rush of converging red. I walked on and
reached the place where the earth had miscarried, had laboured to bring forth
shapeless mud. I stopped and looked for a way around, and saw that the hillslopes had been raped, that the flesh of the earth had been rent and the skin
slashed as if by the claws of a monstrous animal. I picked my way over the mud
to come to a group of houses that once stood whole beside the roadway. Now they
gaped open like the slashed bellies of pregnant women. The land had been raped,
the road lay broken and the railway line spanned a chasm. I stepped onto the
swaying tracks. Miraculously they held and I was across-to a man who stood:
emotionless, expressionless. He sung out: 'Sahib, Sahib, road dangerous-broken.
Very bad, many people dead.' 'Yes.'-unable to feel the many deaths. The day
\vas so beautiful, the sun so \varm, the faint breeze so pleasant on my skin: all felt
so fresh and purified.
I walked on, closer and closer to her. What would I feel when I saw her? Now
she seemed of the dead past. A bend, beyond was the petrol station. I saw its
yellow Shell sign. Across a bridge, below the heavy rush of water rushed sparkling.
Near to the garage, and beside it-emptiness! Mud had flowed like water down
over the fragile boulders of the shacks. And I saw at the bottom of the slope tiny
men poking in the mud and pulling a tinier thing from the slush. Two men carried
it up and up towards where I stood and waited and watched. The night had purged
the day. She was coming to me: purification sacrifice: a dead child born from a
10
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dead mother-what matter? I stared down until they reached me and laid her
down at my feet. Dead matter: the body, the face broken: a red of flesh under the
red of earth: the matted hair stiff and brown like a clump of dead grass. I looked
at the dead thing and thought that perhaps I should arrange a burial and say the
service. But I was not a priest-never to be a Priest! What matter?-dead matter!
'Five persons', a man gestured down\vards where more things were being pulled
forth. 'Three kuties', he gestured at the slope where the shacks once clung. 'Many',
he gestured about.
No more 'Gentleman, gentleman'-oh God!
Numbed I stumbled off along the road. Above the road the gonpa squatted; the
prayer-strips rose a little in the breeze, and the sun caused the spire to glisten
golden. A patch of mud and I detoured along a path edging the. road a few feet
above. Then I jumped down, and onto a black coiled length of body. Struck!-I
gazed down to watch the snake writhe away in terror. It was a miniature of the
road, but whole not broken. I gazed at my leg, shrugged, then walked on.
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COLIN

c.

WARNES

So We Went Crabbing
In the twilight we found a spot
quite overtaken with reeds
and mosquitoes who were there in droves.
We picked up our nets
and buckets
and squelched through the grey thickness
towards the estuary
which wasn't far away
but the crabs must have seen us coming
or seen our size 10 wading shoes
for they were not there
not a claw, leg or carapace did we find
two hours of wading
waist deep amongst the sea weed
for nothing,
so we pulled from our crumpled jackets
two cigarettes and i lit each one.
We stood in deep water
and surmised in deeper thought
and talk
whether it would be a better year next year
for crabs and little moving things
that flash translucent in the torch light
and if we moved very quietly
in our size 10 shoes
up to the water
they may not hear us coming.

12
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FINOLA MOORHEAD

Seven Abortions

An Indian I think. The dark visitor to your den. Your soul is dark. You spoke to
me of souls & loves and I was a juggler of axioms, premises, cliches, proposition x
in ratio to proposition y in my mind. My skilful clown kept me there, kept me
mellow. And then I played table tennis with your voice. You must be forty. But
your meek & mild, adolescent, cheap catholic boarding school, goodie-goodie,
clean-the-blackboard voice belies it. Your age. (Hindsight: she is in fact-god help
us & county cork-only five years older than myself.) You whined was I in. There
I was kissing my nasturtiums. You asked me about my window box, but you had
come to find some confessions in the corner. Phrenologically I had my suspicions
-the thin down-turning mouth-aha.
- Your friend is he married?
-Yes.
The nose drew in air with such force. that your nostrils became one hole; as for
the rest it was lipless. (Oh yes my friend he is married, and he is in love with the
proposition that he & I be friends. He listens to blues and writes to me, he sends
me flowers, and I practise love letters in purple and pink and send them to him.
He & I are in love with charades.) But I can see you live dangerously. With germs.
It is difficult for me to distinguish between your dresses and your dressing gown. The
time. of day is no help; no help at all.
-You must be careful. Love is a sacred thing. Love sanctified by marriage ...
-(& what could I do?) Ha ha ha.
-Nothing is sacred any more ...
(Reader I am sorry I am quite unable to relate this monologue, but you can find
it in The Plague, if you have to, if you can bear it.)
You are making my room into a perilous place. (Allegory: an old old woman in a
dim city chapel fell in love with a clay christ, the work of an inspired & skilful
sculptor. Each day she sat in the dusty shafts of Gothic light, among the quiet
continual movement, 'the emptying, the filling, the flowered hats. The clay christ's
)
gaze was unswerving and warmed her
-Every morning her eyes are puffy .
-Whose?
-Haven't you met Felicity yet?
-Felicity. Oh yes? (Big ears)
-When her sister was in that room with her!!! The two of them!!
Shocking! Going all night. Different men. And have you seen the types?
-Bank tellers. Fashion conscious.
(I did have to say something and mercy be I am observant.)
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-All they ever think about is their clitorus.
(Well! )
You went on. You didn't even blush at your own use of words. You loved it. And
clinical terms stood up like obscene doodles in the margin. You used them more
and more often. The more I blushed.
-She was dried up. She was worn out. She was rich. Dh she looked smart. She
us(hiss)ed men.
-Who?
-Dh an actress I flatted with in Sydney. One day she came to me and told me she
was upset. She was pregnant. We talked and she told me she had had seven
abortions in one womb! I left the flat the next day.
-Why?
-She was too selfish to have children.
-No. Why did you leave the flat?
-She was a murderer! Seven beings were denied the sight of God.
-But ...
- I was hurt.
-But ...
-It gives God pain.
Your body is huge. You ,have arms that are- i calculate-twenty-two & a half
inches in circumference. They flap. As if the hairs in the pits are clammy. There is
a sense of evil in my room. What with the nasturtiums. I feel awful. 'Get out!' I
didn't tell you to get out. The evil I feel is finer and more insidious than backyard
abortions. Your soul is black. The clown in my mind has dropped his balls. I am
defenceless. (I am not defenceless. There is an opalescent pool. Aqua shallows.
Sunny beach. Miraculously deserted. It was a beach I once loved on. Too few
have done that. Beneath cumulus. Memory and the moment, three hours before it
was urgent. Eyes. Her eyes, we gazed. The actress and I in the pub. Her look was
opalescent and quite expressionless.) The Indian comes at odd hours. He is a
Sikh. And you and he eat curries. Hot curries in your den. (Foresight: on the day
of my arrival, with a curiosity peculiar to that time, the brown scapula of Mt
Carmel lazing in the deep white cleft beneath the grubby chenille and on hearing
her pathetic typing, I deduced she was fond of G. K. Chesterton, Aquinas, probably Paul, was writing her memoirs and drawing a social service cheque.) In the
talk that is going on meanwhile you have revealed that you know a lot about God.
You have picked the eyes out of comparative religions. (Allegory: it is the clay
that matters. The clay itself is love-the meeting point of Christ, sculptor and old
old woman.)
Your small eyes, your little pins, you Brontosaurus mosquito, buzz up & down my
torso. My nice arms and legs and face don't get a look in. My nipples-glory be to
God-stay soft. (Insight: she has checked my washing on the line. No bra. Ha.)
I want to lie to you. I will lie to you. I am holier than thou to you. My catholic
boarding school was more expensive than yours, and I kno\v all about faith, hope
and charity in Greek. And the crusades. And the Schism. And the theological
angle on the Old Testament. I know a lot. I'm going to bulldoze you from both
sides. Merlin and Nostradamus in one fell clap. You declaim. You shout.
-The Lord will vomit forth the luke warm. Be thou hot or cold.
(I know not what I do. In my time I have loved many men and many women,
many real and many fictional, many living people and many dead, many faces in
the crowd. I love the clay. I love the actress and the character that she plays. I
love her. She is sculpted clay. She shows me the sufferings of the most evil of
women so that I am in tears.) You are pleased when you see me blush. The
Indian he's too black to blush. You're so pleased. You flatulate fumes into my
14
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room. And then you talk of the smell of the garlic in a crowded bus in Castille
and how they never open the windows. And how you're sick. And how you've been
more down and out in Paris and London than George Orwell. And how you have
to get oxygen in the middle of the night, and that's how you count the fuckings.
You sniff behind the curtains in my room. You're. so heavy I can't move you out
of my room. And besides I am dumb.
-Repent.
You have a bunch of confessions in your podgy mit. (Allegory: one day a fat lady
strode into the dim city chapel and knocked over the clay christ with her bulk.
The old woman never returned.) You wheeze down the stairs. (The actress has the
grand manner and beautiful voice of her class, the odd smile, the expressionless
look, the lonely humility. She smokes in a taxi at 3 a.m.)
-You killed my clown.
And because you killed my seven dwarfs and my nasturtiums, I re-address the
cheques from the Treasury to the Spanish Embassy with glee.
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JOHN FOULCHER

the bride In the cafeteria
what value then has work (he cried
sure of his wild brilliance)
none (she said)
(so they left their books & desks
& descended on the queue;
they took for arms deadly silver
to crush the villain,
hunger, scourge of the ponderer's way)
a pot of tea 2 cups (she said
sure of the exact money) 3
cents more (he said)
(and now it was different. here
in the morning where only
the victors came, they who dared
the steaming corridors
with a few virgin words in the silence)
you look tired are you (he. asked
& dreamed of their wedding)

no (she said)

16
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JOHN FOULCHER

good friday
Hence is't, that I am carried towards the west
This day, when my soul's form bends toward the east.
we waited & waited &
watched the painter by the wharf
listened to trains &
said "no" to christian soldiers.
across, & spending steps to number 6
where the ferries bubbled in.
a dollar's worth lost, for
lady cutler waves, from number 5we thought about drifting,
& the sun set sails on the opera house.
under the way there i spoke to jennie
& stephen watched the water.
the red umbrellas, the white
tables & the ghost gums flutteredseagulls fought the sea
& we were blown to the gardens.
up some steps & blaming janie
down along bennelong
jennie felt like a kite
clowning with stephen about camus's fallannette didn't say much
janie looked at me & we watched the water.
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ANDREW McDONALD

Traps
What we find is a comic posture,
pinned behind the submissive shoulders,
eyes bugged in surprise, a guilty
smile showing teeth firmly fixed
on the apparatus of this cartoon death'Nobody in here but us chickens, boss.'
But at 2 a.m. we heard the snap
and convulsive clatter as mouse and trap
leapt and flapped behind our fridge;
I even dreamt of a small furred body
disembowelled but still breathing.
Since the last of these necessary murders
our child has found his tongue, learning 'mouse'
from picture-book and zoo, growing facts
from names; and so to spare him
words we fear he'd learn to fear, we plan
not to give a name to this demise,
to treat it simply as it deserves-rubbish,
'yecch', something nasty in the kitchen.
You distract him, while gratefully I bundle
the neat obliging corpse (none of the gory deaths
I recall from childhood), and so protect him
from our scruples, memories and fears.
I think
of all the. country cousins hiding in our garden,
of the promised famines (the radio warns of plague
locusts hatching in the west), rats in cradles ...
and try to set resolutely against the day
a face tensed, watchful as coiled steel.

18
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w.

GREEN

The Contemporary Love-Story

1.
Sunday, a forgotten, lethargic day like a great floating island-the streets deserted
and lifeless-the immense shop windows absorbing the sunlight like greedy sponges
and covered lightly with dust. Just a thin coating at this stage and tomorrow the
people will come home from their weekends and wipe it off and begin polishing
the windows for the week to come.
Hoping to capture time, the shifting planes of light, the hustling images of customers.
But today, Sunday, the windows are forgotten or perhaps ignored, thrust to the
backs of their minds like so much detritus washed up on the shores of a thousand
oblivious weekends. They can't concern themselves with Sundays, and anywaythey are thinking to themselves, secretly nursing their delight-who cares about
the. windows being dirty on Sundays? Who looks into shop windows on Sundays?
The days of the dead? What about the weekend, the sanctuary?

2.
All this they are thinking, and more. Who can blame them? They have their own
lives to live, and no way of knowing that there are. those who come into town on
Sundays and stare into the teasing depths of the closed shops into the deepest
corners. There, the dust lies, and the mice. and the cockroaches venture out, warily
at first and then with a gay abandon like the toys who came to life in that old
story when the toymaker had gone home, his shoulders bowed against the dark,
obvilious of his own art.
The town assumes another dimension on Sundays there is something at once
different and disturbing about it, and it's not just the absence. of people hurrying
about their daily tasks. (Looking out, the angle a roofline makes with the pale,
clear sky fills me with vague unease, fascinates me like a mystic emblem,· I feel I
could remain here for hours, at the window, gazing out at it, calculating its possibilities. This is almost certainly the product of my recent .reading; an ultimate,
irresistible incest.) Or perhaps it is in part, but that is not our concern here.
Perhaps it is ghosts that fill these empty resonant spaces: all those who once lived
here and walked these same streets, laughing and exchanging improbable tales, or
dying here, or in their own beds, which is the same thing.
WESTERLV, No.1, MARCH, 1975
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3.
I'm getting morbid. And untruthful. There aren't any ghosts here, no windy
visitors. At least, I'm not conscious of any. That's one thing about the town when
it's like this, on Sundays especially, the streets deserted and lifeless just as described
in the first paragraph, a light breeze drifting through, tugging at flesh as if underwater: it breeds fancy.
A lost sheet of stained white paper stirs briefly near a red fire hydrant and then
subsides back into its previous inanimate state.
Once, a very long time ago, we enjoyed coming here on Sundays, knowing that
the streets were utterly empty and lifeless except for that one little breeze which
we didn't mind at all, knowing that we wouldn't meet anyone and have to be
polite and restrained and closed up, with our smiles touching each other through
the brief, clandestine contact of our fingers. That was going to be my story in the
first place, a contemporary love-story, with the usual unexpected twist in the tail,
this pale, elusive girl and me, here, meeting, touching, getting hurt, the whole,
familiar scene. But now something has happened. Shall I describe her?

4.
The shop windows were another world to us, a glimpse into the heart of mystery,
adventure, a strange, terrible joy. A series of magical doors opening and closing.
That sheet of paper has undergone a transformation now, before my very eyes,
and in its place a large, clumsy, flopeared dog, like a Disney creation come grotesquely real, is cocking its leg over the fire hydrant, dwarfing it. Everything is
fluid, Protean. These. are, you understand, merely tentative notes towards a new
fiction.

5.
This story progresses slowly. My patience wears thin. In my mind's eye that
Sunday street wavers, changes, assumes another reality. Another story is nudging
at this one, like a small sailboat rubbing against the frail pylons of a wooden pier.
My hand sliding over small swelling breasts, the contours and clear, geometric
planes of her thigh.
6.
All that has ended now. This accumulation of fictions, transformations, half-truths.
I haven't seen that girl since, only caught glimpses of her lithe, raincoated form
vanishing around the corner up ahead. The following phrase, hanging like an albatross from this story's slender neck, is not mine: 'ghosts of the heart'. Finished
like the. fine drizzle of rain that fell last night and now
(there is no sign of it anywhere.)

20
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PETER MOSS

Lunch-time Girls in Rundle Street, Adelaide
Moon-faced amazons, tree-straight,
Your budding breasts display
A large disdain which
Chills me. It is not the
Cool weather of your smiles,
(I applaud that), but the way
Your dark-bright pertness
Confuses seasons. Leaves fall
From your eyes at blossom-time.

Retrospect
What moved me was the shadow
Around your eyes which, in hurt,
Made of your face. a dark
Withdrawal. Last night I saw that
Look again in the shadow flight of birds
Across the moon. Strange, my dear,
How its curve, like the drawing
Of a bow on your distance,
Took part of me away.

'Lonely, sincere man wishes to meet attractive woman
for friendship and good times. Box X31.'
Advertise.ment Adelaide Newspaper.
We cannot read between the lines,
Do not understand things unsaid
Nor from where they came, only that
Someone who nightly gazed into an
Empty dream measured the distance. from
There to here and now
Took pen in shaking hand and
Wrote those words. Took a chance unsigned,
Afraid to offend, hoping to meet somewhere
Face.-on another, beckoned through the
Whorled rage in his finger-tips.
WESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1975
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PETER GOLDSWORTHY

what little boys are made of, a myth
finally God finished
wiped his hands on a piece of cloud
stood back
and grinned at Man.
Man didn't grin back.
worried,
God checked the instructions,
found he'd left the tail
inside the box.
hastily,
recklessly,
God glued it on the wrong side.
Man was born.
his tail wagged at the sight of Eve,
and God was already forgotten.

22
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PETER GOLDSWORTHY
Bowden
for anna

I.

landscape

between bowden
and anywhere else

my mother
tells her friends
I live on the outskirts
of north adelaide

definition is exact

iv

and based on certain
selfobvious criteria-

colour
and noble poverty /

rents,
factory densities,
incidence of the colour

class solidarity/

leafgreen

are fantasies.

ii

bowden is not
the left bank the village.
or even carlton

bowden
is the third largest
greek city in the world

just another industrial
suburb difficult

intellect and art

after athens
and melbourne

to mythologise

which makes the houses
rainbow
the streets warm

II.

architecture

i-pubs

the footballs round
and mustn't be handled

the globe, gasworks,
governor hindmarsh
and excelsior

iii

lack grills and winebars

perhaps it used
to be a slum, now

insteaddartboards,
football hero pinups
raffles of a dozen

its a depressed area.
even that implies
guiltWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1975

and women
on bingo nights
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ii-the, deli

v-SAGASCO

the greek deli
lends money finds jobs
listens advises gossips
and sometimes

the two
gas company tanks
our skyline

even sells things.
I shop six times
each dayfor
for
for
for
for
for

milk
the morning paper
bread
the afternoon paper
vegetables
kerosine

no wonder they gave us
rattles and a rug
for the baby

iii-the railway station

one late gothic,
the other
utilitarian school
rusty and big
as an opera house

vi-rowley park
the speedway
is probably quite
entertaining
but the most
reckless racing
and highspeed crashes
occur afterwards
on the way home

underneath
probably no worse
than the next.

vii-petrol pumps
bp

shell

its just
that the coalgrime
hasn't been cleaned

ampol
fleece

since the age of steam

esso

golden

mobil

amococaltex
iv-the churches
now
marx is our opiate

as though
there is a difference

and the churches
are crumbling

III.

People

but seven sharp
each sunday morning
the church
of the good shepherd

our landlord george
recently
went back home to greece

still tolls for thee

on the rent

24
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sent us a postcard
of the acropolis

v

wisha you were here

lonely
doesn't smile back

ii

his shirt armpits
have chronological
sweat-rings

jack
landed from cyprus
with sixpence
in his pocket
now
the mats-plan freeway
detours to include
his deli
and he's buying
a shotgun

iii

'perm'
to her friends
dresses hair and minds
all day in the salon
after work
she drunks wine
and wearily mimics
her neurotic clients
driving her mad

iv
clyde. cameron
(our clyde)
reportedly lives
hereabouts
but is more commonly
seen
in a mass medium
WESTERlV, No.1, MARCH, 1 975

his beergut
could be quads
no-one knows
what he looks like
inside

vi
taras is a kind
of alternative person
reads palms and irises
dispenses herbs and kungfu
wisdom
when anna was still
inside
his pendulum swing
anticlockwiseits a girl

vii

our nextdoor neighbour
wears pink hair
and leopardskin tights
cruel category
of all-american
mother-in-law
but loving and warm
if you know her
(stereotype
is skin deep)
25

viii

ix

for kicks
helen and I

anna is no longer
the newest person
in bowden

cross to the portroad
medium strip
her goaltrees are
further apart than mine
(sexist)

but
she's still the roundest,
the softest edged
a shape which stirs
instinct

but I still win
and helps
make the world safer
for babies,
kittens, lambs,
calves
and probably
even sharklets
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LINDA FEARON

Speech Therapy

I sat at the hospital bus-stop every night that summer with a boy who was having
speech therapy. We were about the same age but we rarely spoke. Across the road
under a faded tomato paste poster sat a very old Fremantle Italian woman. I
didn't know whether she was alive but I supposed she was. She spent her days, if
she was alive, watching the younger Fremantle Italians walking into her family's
shop to buy their weekly pasta and watching the cars driving past, but mainly I
think she watched us.
One night when I went to sit at our bus-stop he wasn't there. Oh. I thought
and still sat down. She was there. of course, in her black mourning dress on her
old Italian chair. He was standing next to her with a big stick. He'd find out if she
was alive or not, I thought. He'd poke her \Yith the stick. But he didn't, he hit her
with it right over the head. It nearly broke. I got up and ran over. Why are you
hitting her? I said. 'Cos, she wants to die. He didn't sound at all as if he needed
speech therapy. Why? Why what? He said. Why does she want to die? Because
she's sick of looking at you. You're always mooning around. I'm even sick of you.
I felt worse than I had all summer at that moment. She just nodded her large
Italian eyes at me. vacantly. Does she speak English? I whispered. She ought to if
she doesn't. He grinned. I do so, she said in a broken accent, and I want to die.
What about your family?
Oh, she lifted her liquid eyes towards me. They won't ever let me die they
don't like it and if I ever did they probably wouldn't notice unless there's a lot of
blood.
Oh, I said, and looked at my watch to see how much time I had before my bus
came. He. looked too and said he'd have to go soon. No, I said, You can't. You'll
have to finish killing her and catch a later bus home.
I'm sick of it, he said, Here's the stick, you kill her. Yes, She nodded. It's
getting late and I don't want to spoil the family's tea. I felt worse than I had
before, I didn't want to be standing on that grimy street next to a faded ad. for
tomato paste. Most of all I didn't want to be holding a stick and killing someone.
No, I'm sorry, I said after a while, I can't kill you either. I've got to catch my
bus. You'll probably go soon anyway. I'll call someone to stop your bleeding.
Goodbye. I waved and left with the boy who was taking speech therapy and went
home.
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K. S. L. BOWDEN

Inscription by Black Snake Creek
(on copper)
For Dr. Mark Akenside & Alfred Lord Tennyson.
'Through yonder village.' ...

Bris-man, Ips-man, "whosoe'er thou art",
Pause by the mud of this native creek,
No brook nor rill nor "murmuring cressy
Isles": but old dead chooks and floodDirt rank and black and vile: pause by
This creek: your path in summer lies
Through reed and ti-tree, black-ponds,
Roots and shales: through mineral seeps
And coal-grass, duck dams, gum-and-blackButt gall: down to the sandy river twenty
Miles of fall: no full "full fields of
Barley bright": no "Drink and drink, be
Glad": Just Black Snake Creek to make. its
Way: "Through yonder village turn the ..."
"Pleasant", "fit" & (Black Snake) "gay".
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LEON SLADE

Country Life
1. CALENDAR GIRL, EASTER 1973: A NARRATIVE
Details of transportation determine
intimacy. Yet the night burns like
a bull's before glass slippered
dreams posterity. Ink fingers and snatches
of hair and spectacles recline. artistically
under the belly of Jeanne d'Arc's
horse. Pablo Picasso (1881-1973).
Greaseproof manuscripts are best:
finger bowls and catches held
in the balance, nails clutch
the. palm. Promiscuous scrub.
Plateaus pyramid and that's the rub.
But where's the soap? A private
collection itches in a characteristic
crouch. Tit tattered pick ups
and fresh squeezed morning milk shakes
the anatomy. Told tales (On the Wales)
tell filthy promises of replacement parts.
Another coloured horse; cardboard
sandwiches and undrawn red,
red tea upend. Dransfield died friday.
The act of eating destroys the appetite.
Miss April alarms the neighbourhood.
2.

SANCTUARY

The Controller plays with his console,
stretched out on his office couch.
The computer to which he is attached
dreams a series of complicated equations
which, printed out and microfilmed
for future generations, simply prove,
improbably the. Controller thinks
but cannot bear to state such heresies,
that the Enterprise is beyond improvement.
Service and efficiency, profits
and the goods delivered, have each been
maximised. He punches out
his resignation on the keyboard. Faced
with perfection, a man has only
one way to proceed.
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The best thing about the final was
that Carlton lost; the. worst
that Richmond won. The season's done,
the lawns receive their necessary trim.
The grass is sour, the drainage lags
where puss was buried in a hessian bag.
The dog-sized turd I kick at on the nature strip
collapses, shot with a hive
of off-white maggots, I refuse to count.
I cannot love a virgin long
nor buy the spoils of her denial.
Pro's find that custom's stiffest down
the alleyways of well-to-do enthusiasts
and willing amateurs, knocking
the nines from a chorus line.
of numbers, lifting their legs
like dogs that blaze a trail.
I close my eyes and the world
has gone; blind and buff,
a rainbow coloured deity
intrudes. Claws clutch and hammer
at the lids. I cannot judge
if the coloured lights, the hammer
or the claws are in me
or outside. You move your hand
and share the Universe
with me; even so, I cannot
tell whether your hand
is gloved or not.
I have worded up my walls.
A foreigner has scrawled in white chalk
across the paper bricks China Ducks.
I use a felt pen to render
my abstractions. The wall that makes me
weep is marked Unless. The indirect light
from the morning sun, warm
for late autumn, stirs me later
than I ought. On the blue wall above me,
a red mosquito, bloated with blood,
squats close to the wall. An empty male
stands out but the female, having taken
her quantum of raw protein for procreation,
squats. She'll be sorry when I am fully
aroused: I will crush her in my palms
then brush away the stolen blood.
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3.

DISNEYLAND

One dusted, lidless, orange eye gazes
on the hypnotised countryside. (A shattered,
unshelled egg floating in a pan of spitting,
flashing fat.) Drawn cattle stand entranced
about waterless soaks, waiting, bewitched
for the breaking of the. spell. Rotting carcasses
tease flocks of blowing flies whose maggots
and the jawing ants reduce the putrid flesh
to a blanched, bleached bonanza startling
under the cindering sun. Solitary, shapeless
trees, dried sticks, droop and a lonely crow
crouched on a crackling branch drones dryly,
drearily, that he's prepared to pick a bone.
A spitted earth turns daily, barbecuing
unslaughtered beef. Endless days differ
only from those past by the deaths
of other days' survivors.
Despite his rising earlier each day
like a practical pig, the cattle truck
was no less crowded.
Pigs pressed, pissed and grunted, wallowed
on the floor, sniffed at things
that interested them. They plucked at sows
from the folds of Ploughboy, their heat-proof
aprons like remaindered bathing-suits, dressed
their politics in pork. Who's afraid
of the three. little pigs? How like a woman
(consider that image). Life savers
are passed and everyone sucks. 'Don't worry,
I won't smoke; look, here are steaming cups
of Milo with which we can toast each
other and I have brought some. ham
sandwiches which we can savage together.'
Surely reality is more than Coke.
First the faintest flick of cloud appears
to test the. watchers, then bank on bank
Nimbus lifts his watery head. Pregnant
clouds recline upon a sullen sky,
bursting to loose their watery ballast
on the thirsting countryside. Arid acres
wave their dehydrated wisps, crackling
as the skies are slit by unleashed lightning.
Water breaks and tumbles onto desiccated
ground. Tiny puffs of dust rebound,
the magic of a thousand thundering
rainmakers' recipes or tears shed
in mercy, joy, remorse. The thirsty
soak, careless of cause, and the great eye
dims, silver now, clouded in tears,
above the thickening mud, jellied,
rich beef dripping.
31

4.

LAST ITEMS IN A PRIVATE COLLECfION

Dh yes, here is morning,
vehicles protrude from sideways
into the main like. visitors returning
to their beds. The world for everyone
is inside. We must always come back.
The modern musician thinks all instruments
percussion. Falcons, birdlike, hover at corners.
'To a philosopher all news, as it is called,
is gossip, and they who edit and read it
are old women over their tea.'
Oil stains the concrete floor.
Ozenfant's collection of nudes
is worth seeing. It becomes
more apparent every day
that the only worthwhile artforms
are visual. From youth,
the classics of Sir Kenneth or the anonymity
of Qui have failed to move him. He needs
to know them first: friends, all friends
but not all of his friends.
How like you (instead of an image) .
In his studio garage, stripped
in sympathy, he showed them off
then asked me to join them.
Playing at mothers and fathers should be
rated AD. Mathematics for the misses.
Objects to nudity are brief; at least I like
to thong my feet. Adam and Eve
found fig leaves necessary to polish
insecticides from apples. Still I declined
for I preferred to conceal my private feelings.
'The past and present wilt-I have filled them, emptied them,
and proceed to fill my next fold of the future ....'
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MARK O'CONNOR

Diligence
Diligently
having been
warned by a whole symphony of uncles and headmistresses
c
s
e. t
e
reI
SHE constricted&e
d her f
dP

de
i

E

A

into a precipitous icy-s
K
whose transmuted heart still had to wince
(soon learned to)
under the jabbing
Bootspikes. of ambitious youth
Forever attempting her unguarded leeward slopes
in all winds and weathers
Because she was there.
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Kylie Tennant at home.
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GRAEME KINROSS SMITH

Kylie Tennant

Kylie Tennant enjoys life ("There are so many people who don't find life a
pleasure", she, says, incredulous). She laughs, she enthuses, she bounces back. And
she works right on. She has no illusions as a writer.
"If you were a man", a friend said, stumbling in on her one day as she worked
at the typewriter in the kitchen, "you'd have a study." Kylie Tennant smiles. After
years of practice, she writes where and when she can. She composes on the type·writer in the back bedroom. Her husband, now retired, taps away in the front
room. Her son writes in the sleepout at the back of the house. Books line the walls
in lounge and diningroom. And out the back, in a shed, are the "Tennant Papers"
as she calls them-manuscripts, drafts of her many novels, letters that go back for
years, all boxed up.
"My son calls this the dead end of a dead end", Kylie Tennant says, sallying
out for the mail in the leafy cul-de-sac where she lives in Hunter's Hill. "I call it
the word factory-there are the three of us banging away in number 5; you can
hear the chatter of Nancy Keesing's typewriter next door; Elizabeth Harrower is
just up the road; R. D. Fitzgerald is only a couple of corners away ..."
There's a balance in Kylie Tennant's work of what has happened to her willynilly and what she has actively sought to find out about life. Her books follow her
lively passage among places and people. She was born in Manly in 1912, spent her
childhood and schooling there at Brighton College ("dreary years of conventionality", she says). Leaving school at sixteen, she worked at writing and in producing children's radio programmes. At eighteen she hitchhiked to Melbourne, boarded
in Kew, and worked ten-hour days all through one dark Depression winter at a
newspaper kiosk at Barker Station on the old Outer Circle Railway in the eastern
suburbs. By day she got to know the unemployed who gathered there and at Kew
Station; by night she familiarized herself with the new city by putting on sandshoes and doing training runs through its streets. "But I'm really a Sydney-sider",
she says. "Things never go right for me in Melbourne; it's my jinx city." Back in
Sydney in 1931 she matriculated and for a time studied psychology and economics
at Sydney University, supporting herself by journalism. She quit the University,
penniless, tried chicken-farming for a time, and finally went on the roads in outback New South Wales with the droves of unemployed in the early 1930s. Whatever else she has written, it is probably the books that arose from these experiences, the ones that paint in social-realist and amusing terms the underdog in
Australia that are best remembered among Kylie Tennant's work-her first novel,
Tiburon (1935) or her other novel of the unemployed. The Battlers (1941), the
latter written after her novel on the Sydney slums, Foveaux, published in 1939.
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"Coming from the city at the age of twenty, the author of Tiburon fell in love
with the Australian country, its wildness and gentleness and character", wrote
Kylie Tennant, looking back at herself and her work in those distant Depression
days. "Only the country could have made tolerable, at first, the atrocious towns
and their inhabitants. The townspeople were frightened of what other people
thought, were apathetic to ideas, were as timid as a huddle of ducks."
The towns she. was speaking of were those on the CastIereagh in the New South
Wales mid-west-Coonabarabran, Brewarrina, Coonamble and others-and the
sprinkling of towns further south near Cowra-places like Canowindra, Eugowra
and Young (Lambing Flat). It was at Coonabarabran that Kylie Tennant met
L. C. Rodd again, a young teacher she had known as a student at the University.
They married-"on impulse, more or less" she says; "a good impulse". L. C.
Rodd, known friendlily to everyone as Roddy, still types up his wife's final manuscripts after she has spent up to four revisions on each chapter. Roddy writes
himself; he and his collaborator on the series of history books he is now writing
catch the mid-morning ferry to Manly when they want to confer. They discuss
the next stage of the book in the sun as they go across the harbour.
From Coonabarabran the Rodds moved to Canowindra, and then back to the
city-to the Sydney slum areas of Surrey Hills, Paddington, Chippendale and
Redfern. All the time Kylie Tennant had one book or another on the go. The
novel F oveaux gre.w out of her interest and affection for those downtrodden but
colourful areas and their people. Ride on St,ranger, her other novel ("a novel of
Sydney's eccentricities" is how she describes it now) stemmed from those years,
but was written later in Muswellbrook. And it was in that Sydney period that
Kylie Tennant called up again her experiences with the jobless on the roads in the
early 1930s. She began to write The Battlers in 1939.
UI've always been a bit of a radical", Kylie Tennant says today. "And I had a
political interest in those people because as soon as I grew up I hated industrial
civilization with a hatred only equalled by today's beatniks and hippies. I gravitated naturally to unemployed people because they had been flung off the edge of
the, industrial wheel and I hated the wheel. My generation was told that come the
revolution all this would be changed and we really believed it. Of course", she
adds, a smile and wink slowing her words, "the lost revolutionaries of my day
became, respectable for the lack of anywhere else to go, and now, old, we tend our
gardens!"
Always Kylie Tennant has held to her feeling that the best part of writing a
book is gathering the material. "Then there's the writing of it", she says: "to justify
your existence. That's not so good."
As early as 1933 she had made several trips with the unemployed from Coonabarabran and later trips with them in 1934 and 1935. Again in 1938 she left
Sydney and went on the roads to gather more material for The Battlers. She drove
a horse in an old laundry cart she had bought. She came back with deeper understanding of the interesting gradations among the unemployed and a close
knowledge, born of direct and sometimes disconcerting experience, of such unfeminine things as opening and shutting wheels, and how country smithies go
about "shrinking" the metal tyres onto them. She became an expert on the vagaries
of harness and stubborn jib horses. Once she nearly died of food poisoning, and
another time she contracted some sort of rheumatic fever from diving into a mine
shaft flooded with incredibly cold water-a swimming place for the unemployed
at Lambing Flat.
It was at Canowindra that a friendly school inspector first mentioned the name
of Laurieton to the Rodds-a small town 35 miles south of Port Macquarie on the
north coast of New South Wales. Now there, said the inspector, was the place to
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teach and write. It offered surf and fishing, and even the school had its own
oyster lease on the beautiful estuary of the Camden Haven River on which Henry
Kendall had lived and written years before. All this, lying quiet and unspoilt
under the lee of North Brother, the mountain that oversees Laurieton and its
snapper-boat fleet that thrusts across the bar to fish the Pacific when there's not
a stiff north-easterly blowing.
By a combination of luck and the unashamed use of a little influence, the
Rodds came· to Laurieton when the New South Wales Education Department
agreed to the transfer six years later. They settled there during the Second World
War years of blackouts and submarine sightings by the local fishermen. Their time
there soon became the stuff of Kylie Tennant's lyrical novel Lost Haven, published in New York, London and Melbourne in 1947. The. haunting beauty of
that coastline and the Rodds' deep attachment to their neighbour at Laurieton
were to combine to bring forth another book, The Man on the Headland, in 1971.
Sydney in wartime provided the, background for Kylie Tennant's longest (and
many feel her best) novel. Tell Morning This was first published in an abbreviated
version as The Joyful Condemned. The small-time criminal, the roistering American serviceman, the prostitute, the juvenile delinquent move in this story in a
society on an avaricious war footing. Kylie Tennant also treats society's ways of
handling these people who won't play its hypocritical game-reformatories,
prisons, welfare workers, church organizations. Kylie Tennant's publishers looked
askance at the novel's 200,000 words when she submitted it to them. They agreed
to publish only a version reduced by one.-third-there were post-war paper shortages, and the book might perhaps be censored for some of its material. Reluctantly
Kylie Tennant agreed to see her four years of work represented in this way. Fortunately the complete work, a fascinating and moving book in its entirety, appeared
in 1967.
In the midst of her novels and the variety of their milieux-the world of the
unemployed, of beekeeping, of the Sydney slums, of the juvenile delinquent, of
aboriginal co-operatives-it is easy to overlook Kylie Tennant's substantial contribution to political biography. In 1966, settled into her present home in the gracious
Sydney suburb of Hunter's Hill, Kylie Tennant was asked by Macmillan, the
publishers, to find someone to \vrite a life. of Australia's doughty man of the law
and labor politics, H. V. Evatt. She could find no academic to take on the job.
"Why don't you do it yourself?" the politician's widow suggested. Kylie Tennant
did. She began her researches in 1966. "Bert Evatt was a bower-bird", she says.
"He had kept a tremendous amount of detail on paper about his activities. It was
just as well, of course, although it meant that the book took four years to research
and write. There was a huge correspondence to go through. I read for months in
the Parliamentary Library and in the National Library in Canberra. I went through
the family papers with Mary Alice, Dr Evatt's delightful wife-a person with a
great sense of fun, of joy in living. Sometimes I wondered whether I'd ever get
finished, but in the final analysis it was well worth the time and trouble." The
book, 418 detailed pages of it, appeared in 1970. Kylie Tennant was kept busy
revising proof sheets almost until the date of publication.
Kylie Tennant felt keenly the loneliness of that long task and the curtailment
it imposed on her life for four years. The shack that the Rodds had left behind
at Diamond Head, south of Laurieton, remained virtually unvisited, and she found
that she was unable to get to Laurieton often enough in the years just before his
death to see Ernie. Metcalfe, the lovable man who had introduced the Rodds to
Laurieton and Diamond Head. "I wrote The Man on the Hedland half in contrition that the political book had kept me from going to see Ernie. It is a tribute to
him, a fictional or partly fictional biography, if you like", the author says.
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A friend of the Rodd family uses Kylie Tennant's Diamond Head shack as a retreat.
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The sun sets behind North Brother at Laurieton catching the network of oyster beds in the Camden Haven River.
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"The mountain rules everything in Lost Haven: the sunlight, the wind, the rain. It muffles away from the town the roar of civilization, beating up inland, along the roads and railways, as the dunes muffle the thunder of the surf. Darkness comes early in Lost
Haven, for the sun plunges behind Mount Abraham like a porpoise sliding into a sheer black wave; and Abraham's Bosom glooms
in shadow long before the light has crept away from the levels."
from Lost Haven

The book celebrates the beauty of that coastline, the austere power of Diamond
Head rearing over the waves at its foot. It was there that the Rodds built their
shack, only a hundred yards from the thunder of the ocean, among the paperbarks. And the book remembers the warm humanity of Ernie Metcalfe, the man
who introduced them to his unspoilt territory-the coastal scrub, the lakes, the
moors of wildflowers, and South Brother rearing in the inland distance. Kylie
Tennant evokes the spell of that coastline in the opening lines of The Man on the
Headland:
League after league the headlands curve up the coast of the continent. The
white fingers of the sea play on them, each bluff giving out its unique note,
making its own music. When the waves surge in under the golden arch of
basalt at Diamond Head, between the ledges dripping with weed and cunjevoi,
you can hear the boom from the cliff-top with the surge of the bombora and
the boom again. This roar comes not only from the golden arch but all
around a half-mile of rocks and cliff; squeaks of tiny beaches of red and
green pebbles rolling, slate-coloured and cream and mauve pebbles straining
in the froth, quiet pools of shells and limpets, the undertow from fishermen's
platform rocks and tumbled stone.
The song goes up the cliffs with the quivering heat of grey driftwood, the
scent of seaweed and dry grass, up where the track winds higher than the seahawk hovering to the ridge-top where the spray gives way to flannel flowers
and golden everlastings, pale violets, thick wrinkled banksias holding out
honeycombs for the gill-birds. All the froth of flowers splashes over the great
dragon-spine slanting inland, rearing up above the sea its crown of glittering
quartz.
Diamond Head has its own special illusion. Anyone who comes there. is
seized with a wild resolution to stay for ever. No man but is possessed with
the urge to bend Diamond Head to his secret longings, to make it his own.
Diamond Head deals with them. It outlasts. Its great bulk of basalt was doing
just this a few hundred years ago when Captain Cook and his crew of constipated heroes swept past, claiming the continent in a distant and gentlemanly
manner. They heard the roar of the cliffs as so many cheers for their passing,
a bombardment of welcome salutes. And Diamond Head will give a belch
and a roar for the passing of all who come after him.
That was how it was before the rutile mine began its turning over of the landscape just beyond the scrub-covered hill from the Rodd shack. Now the mine's
buildings squat in the sand, its machinery chatters, and it sends long pipes to the
beach to suck and spew the sand along the shore. But at last it seems that the area
is likely to become the National Park for which Kylie Tennant has long been
fighting. She has already offered her land and the shack for this purpose.
Now, in Hunter's Hill, Kylie Tennant reviews books, helps other writers, sallies
out with Elizabeth Harrower to shop and to change library books. And she often
drives up to her three-acre farm at Blackheath in the Blue Mountains where her
daughter Bennison lives, paints and teaches. She laments the fact that she doesn't
get up to Laurieton more often. And she's hard at work on her present book. "It's
a story of a pleasure cruise- I did in Japan", she says. "Incredible. Completely
different world. Funny people. The Captain used to get terribly sea-sick, used to
quiver at the very mention of bad weather ... interesting ... it's coming on slowly,
while I try to keep the garden from coming in the front door ..."
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SHANE W. B. McCAULEY

Me This Morning
So I'm consoling myself
the house is empty now
and me
with disinfectant fingers
the joy of watching
a desolate morning
the age
of seeing things
before they escape
or worse
bringing a mousetrap
to catch the moon
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NICHOLAS HASLUCK

Chagall
Violin and bow are brought to the teeth
of the yellow donkey. Lovers float upwards,
arm in arm, hovering in the window-frames
with curious eyes, faces. EifIel Tower,
candelabra-nothing is attached; flowers
settle on the random hand, the heart . . .
bridesmaids in the purple tree tops
and the cow coming out of the foliage.
Palette of a city by candle-light
and rooftops by harp of fancy, echoing
imaginings in the minds of others.
("Croissants, mes enfants, croissants,"
the French Mistress, scattering such words
before us, eagerly, these tasty crumbscafe au lait on the Champs-Elysees,
her eyes remembering). This city,
held together by drifting lovers,
can it be less than this for me?
0, Esmeralda, dancing under Notre Dame,
heavy bells of the grey cathedral
hunch-backed on the Seine, entrancing
to the watchful heart of Quasimodo . . .
where is the weightless couch, the sleigh
and the flight of fish into heaven?
(Wimpy Bars on the Champs-Elysees, alas;
detergents on the surface of the river).
Come, dissemblers, you cannot shackle me
with reality-feet within the shelter
of the Pissotiere have no bodies,
our thoughts drift skywards ...
three trombones in the Latin Quarter
sprinkled the pavement with coins,
the girl sang louder; ring-roads
played with the maps, sending us
southwards, away from the ferry ...
we are caught by the eye of the yellow
donkey; it holds us here.
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GRAHAME PITT

without social function
or the pretention of prophetic invention
the poet
with his fatalistic phallus
flies high above the heavens
performing pirouettes
in time with the rhyme
of his cartesian
non-reason.
he will not worm his way
within the west wind
or begin to legislate to the world
for it's too late
& besides no one's listening

neither the flounding fathers
nor the moribund mothers
as they eternally engage
in pallid promises
of the future
carefully shroudedanshaped
for their sons & daughters
hypothetical hymens
& boy scout badges.
knowing all this to be true
& nothing's to be done

away he goes again
flying high above the west wind
his wax wings
melting
within the sun.
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MARTIN S. DWORKIN

The Writing on the Screen

"The movie writer does not need to know how to write; he does need a talent for
plot contrivance and a sense of colloquial dialogue. This has been true of the
movies since the beginning." So saith Leo Rosten, in his Hollywood: The Movie
Colony; The Movie Makers,l a work applying methods of sociology where "possible", in an attempt to make"... the difference between social science and gossip,
between systematic analysis and casual journalism",2 in studying what was the
world centre of film production at its height of power and glory. Rosten later
shows sufficient respect for screenwriters, even quoting Samuel Goldwyn on the
"author" as the "indispensable requirement" of a good film, as " ... a picture can't
rise higher than its story".3 The implied denigration nevertheless remains, as
Rosten stresses the limitations of the writer's role, and his inevitable frustration
and bitterness, in what is essentially and traditionally a collaborative process, producing saleable merchandise for the entertainment market place.
Whether or not it has been "true ... from the beginning", the notion itself is a
persistent one, since the earliest efforts to do more in films than record action for
its own sake. And it was surely more "true" in the years before the addition of
simultaneous sound reproduction to the images on screen, when it was the function
of the director that was established as principal in the reality of film making-and
in its mythology. Writers provided story outlines or scenarios, then continuities for
directors to bring to cinematic life. The writing had no being, as matter to be read,
apart from what was there to cue or inspire the director's imagination. Only in the
usually separate craft of doing titles to accompany the pictures on screen did
writing convey meaning directly to audiences. The rest was silence, if almost
always with musical accompaniment, and often with sound effects. The public saw
what the director created for the screen, even the new gods and goddesses of
movie stardom seeming to have burst from his forehead in a cinematic cataclysm.
This view, putting the writer in his place, is purveyed, for but one appropriately
curious example, in a popular detective novel of the early 1920s, one of an already
sizeable genre of books and stories inventing a brash new world of miraculous
movie making and magical movie people. The Fibn Mystery, by £Arthur B. Reeves,4
in a series featuring "Craig Kennedy", redoubtable practitioner of crime detection
as exact science, has to do with a couple of suitably ingenious murders, via

2
3
4

New York: Harcourt, Brace & Company, 1974. Reprinted in The Literature of Cinema series,
New York: Arno Press and The New York Times, 1970; page 313.
Ibid., p. vi.
Ibid., p. 316.
New York: Harper & Bros, 1921.
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envenomed pins and botulin toxin, during the shooting of The Black Terror, being
made, significantly, at a mansion at Tarrytown, near New York City, then still in
the running with Hollywood as a production centre. At one point, the producer
scoffs at a question as to the whereabouts of the script writer:
"An author on the lot at the filming of his picture to bother the director and
to change everything? Out! When the scenario's done he's through. He's lucky
to get his name on the screen. It's not the story but the direction which
counts, except that you've got to have a good idea to start with and a halfway decent script to make your lay-outs from."5
The narrator, a character in the story, vaunts his movie knowledge in remarking that the. producer may have known he was exaggerating, "going counter to the
tendency to have the author on the lot". But the decisive commentary may be in
the denouement itself (there being no mystery that books are written by writers).
It is the screenwriter, after all, who is discovered to be the murderer, having done
in ... yes, the star actress and the director!
To run down the writer in film making, of course, is to raise up the. director,
first and most of all, leading to what looks to some, notably writers, as an "extravagant critical cult of the director", in the phrase of Terence Rattigan. This cult,
"a legacy, and a bad legacy, of the days of silent films", he has said, is perpetuated by "responsible film critics", who persist in giving the public "the impression
that it is the director and not the screenwriter who writes the script". This may
have. been true before sound, when "the status of the pre-Jolsonian screenwriter
was often merely that of translator, stenographer, and general hack".6 But it is
time for the screenwriter to
" ... throw off the shackles of the director (and the camera) and remember
that the screenplay is the child not only of its mother, the silent film, but also
of its father, the Drama; that it has affinities not only with Griffith, De Mille
and Ingram, but also with Sophocles, Shakespeare, and Ibsen."7
Reeve's fictional producer disdains the "story" in film making as but a step on
the way to the images conceived by the director, prepared for and captured by the
camera, and selected and joined in the editing process. Rattigan raises a \vorking
writer's banner on behalf of a dramatic and literary integrity of the written script,
at once independent of the intended filmic outcome, yet ineluctably vital to it. Both
positions are overstated, the former, perhaps, only slightly more than the latter.
But both continue to be maintained, with appropriate exaggerations, in arguments
among film industry people, critics, and audiences-as is surely evident in the
often savage. snarling over the auteur theory of film "authorship", that began in
Paris in the 1950s and '60s. Future scholars may in puzzlement ascribe the confused bickerings of critics and packs of critics there, and later in Britain and the
U.S., as much to contending political ideologies, or to opportunism of rival selfpublicists bidding for some new kind of movie stardom, as to any differences over
film theory and practice. The forces of ambient politics, and the drive of individual motivations aside, however, what made the controversy possible, and probably inevitable, was a convergence of two complex factors: the one, a rediscovery
of the history of motion pictures; and the other, a renewed urgency to establish
the credentials of cinema as "art" among the traditionally accepted arts.
The new awareness of film history had much to do with the growth of serious
study of popular culture in general, but it was especially invigorated and informed
5
6

7

Ibid., p. 43.
"A magnificent Pity For Camels", in John Sutro, editor, Diversion: Twenty-two Authors On
the Lively Arts. London: Max Parrish, 1950; p. 181.
Ibid., p. 185.
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by a new and increasing availability of the ancient movie artifacts. These although
once and for so long treated as ephemera by the film makers themselves, were now
lovingly pursued, collected, and belatedly preserved with all the furious dedication
of Poggio Bracciolini and the Humanist scholar-sleuths, searching out the manuscript remnants of classical culture. Not only an affection for silent films, but a
veritable mystique of their "purity" as cinema and as folk culture, became essential elements of intellectual apparatus after the turn of mid-century. Not least
affected were new waves of film makers, nostalgic for a halcyon era of the movies
before most of them were born.
Notions of the nature of film creation idealizing silent film techniques were
renovated, often subordinating or even eliminating the scriptwriting function,
going so far as to permit-nay, to demand-spontaneous conception on the part
of the director, and improvised action and dialogue by actors. And, it was no
mere coincidence that there were available new, highly portable cameras, sound
recorders, and lighting equipment, as well as hypersensitive film materials, that
allowed not only a release from dependence on studios, with their elaborate installations, but also a kind of careful, sophisticated imitation of what were seen as
unencumbered techniques of early cinematography.
All this was happening, to be sure, at a time of general upheaval in the motion
picture industry. The great studio complexes, after being forced under antimonopoly regulations to disengage their radiating chains of theatres, were being
disintegrated, or transformed into manufactories for television. Film production
could now be "independent" of studio control and the programming requirements
of established networks of distribution and exhibition. That this industrial system
had usually worked to restrict film makers, including scriptwriters, was an old and
real complaint among those who look first to the artistic and informational potentialities of the screen. However true this may be, there ought to be puzzlement,
if not embarrassment, for the more doctrinaire of these critics in the current rediscovery of so many of those slick products of the high days of the movie studio
system as works of authentic cinematic style and preeminently popular entertainment.
In any event, the more the movies are taken seriously, the greater the tensions
between what must be regarded as individual and creative, and what is inescapably collaborative, technical, and industrial, in their production and provision for
audience participation. The opposing forces, exhibiting a Heraclitean dynamic in
balance, affect interpretations of the history of motion pictures as well as judgments of particular films, and inevitably come to issue in all the arguments over
"authorship", the role of writers, and what screenwriting in general has to do with
writing, an established "art", and with cinema, a parvenu of uncertain pedigree.
A good case can be made for screenwriting as a special, privileged function
in film making, with unique problems and relationships to all other operations
involved. But in the contentions over the importance of writers there are elements
of what are in some ways periodic urges to assert the distinctive contribution of
one role or another in the complex of crafts and activities having to do with making films and bringing them to audiences. These claims for recognition, at the very
least, have their own justifications but are also clearly punctual in a time of
heightening disaffection with depersonalized processes of mass production and
anonymous services, and of radical ventures to assert a sense of participation in
the making of things of value. In this case questions of worth of contributions
have the more power to raise banners of passionate advocacy, as the making of
films implicates so many essential functions in all its stages. There can be talk of
what is done by directors, producers, actors, cameramen, editors, composers, designers, and a score of others, as well as of writers, that could not go on in
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discussions of any other medium-saving, of course, television, which, for all its
many differences, is near enough in nature to cinema: nearer, say, than is liveperformance theatre.
Even those, working in the logistical and commercial phases of motion pictures
may claim some creative involvement in what happens in the. theatrical transaction that is vital to the realization of a film before audiences. And the assertions
are made. not only by trade groups, or orators at conventions or industry people,
celebrating the indisputable leadership of this or that part of the movie business.
In fact, it was an artist, a maker of highly subjective, abstract expressionist films,
who made the point most clearly and forcefully, without pretension, in an interview some years ago.
He had come to films from painting, which had already gained him recognition
by museums and collectors, in order, he told this writer, to fulfil the latent cinematic implications of his graphic art. But, while persisting in working alone or in
close direction of others, trying for as much control over techniques and outcomes in his films as he had sought in his painting, it was not he who completed
his work, he insisted, but his distributor: the agent-entrepreneur-albeit one
plainly concerned with more than commerce-who took his films, sought out their
potential audiences, and arranged for them to be seen, to come alive as cinema in
theatres, auditoriums, and classrooms. What was on the reels, he implied, had only
potential reality, and this far less than, and far different from that of a painting
in a closet, say, or on an easel in an empty room; or of a book on a shelf; or
even of a musical score awaiting performance.
The argument is not at all new to any who have thought seriously about the
special nature of this quintessentially modern techne, in which all individuality
must be mediated by an intricate technology and an immense industry, functioning
to create experiences for audiences of multitudes at once-so that still pictures
appear to move, figures of light and shadow seem to speak and sing, and distances
of time and space to be bridged in an absolute velocity of illusion. The lesson,
however, always needs renewal, and never more· urgently than when defenders of
cinema as "art" misappropriate criteria of creativity from the established aesthetics
of older media, themselves often more conventional and historically variable than
philosophically coherent.
In the belated eagerness of intellectuals to recognize the qualities and powers of
the cinema, as, indeed, of modern "popular art" in general, many curiously misunderstand and diminish the essential differences that make simple identification
with traditional ufine arts" misleading. Past and present are thereby falsified, in
forgetting that, as in the wise observation of the eminent historian of ideas Paul
Oskar Kristeller:
". . . the various arts (in the course of history) change not only their content
and style but also their relations to each other, and their place in the general
system of culture as do religion philosophy, or science...."
and, further to the point being made here,
" ... the moving picture is a good example of how new techniques may lead to
modes of artistic expression for which the aestheticians of the eighteenth and
nineteenth century (sic) had no place in their systems."8
This is by no means to support the aggressive naivete of know-nothings, including fanatic audio-visualists as well as miners of "underground" ideologies, who
disconnect cinema from all antecedent culture, talking as if seeing is somehow
8

"The Modern System of the Arts: A Study in the History of Aesthetics." The Journal of the
History of Ideas, XIII (1951) 1. Reprinted in Philip P. Weiner and Aaron Noland, editors,
Ideas In Cultural Perspective. New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1962; p.205.
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opposed to thinking, and there is possible a critical, yet somehow non-intellectual
rhetoric that is valid only for judging films. As was said by no less a prophet of
the visual in cinema than Sergei Eisenstein-while asseverating the fundamentally
intellectual nature of viewing:
... our cinema is not altogether without parents and without pedigree, without
a past, without the traditions and rich cultural heritage of the past epochs.
It is only very thoughtless and presumptuous people who can erect laws and
an esthetic for cinema, proceeding from the premises of some incredible
virgin-birth of this art!"9
What is argued is, or ought to be, a commonplace: that the "art" of cinema
may not be reasonably considered as prior to or separate from its techne, involving the essential industrial technology, collaborative creativity, complex logistics,
and social transformations that are the very stuff of the "dreams that money
(must) buy"; that what makes cinema new and unique among the arts is precisely
what must be always recognized, in order to discuss films meaningfully in ways
that are coherent with our critical understandings of all other aspects, media, and
individual creations of culture.
In this light, it becomes possible to regard as archaic and irrelevant, as well as
exaggerated, both Rosten's view (whether this be "social science" or "gossip") of
the screenwriter as a kind of skilled illiterate, and Rattigan's idealization of him
as an embattled litterateur. To begin with, writing as writing is not one, but many,
many things-and long may they flourish, in all conceivable diversity of mode and
manner! But writing for filming is something else again, for reasons good, bad,
and worse, that writers, first of all people, have argued "from the beginning" to
explain, or explain away, what they were doing.
Almost to a man (and woman!), writers who have worked for the screen,
whether preparing original scripts or adapting existing books, plays, stories, and
other materials, have made much of the distinctive nature of their task, both in
praise or, commonly enough, in disparagement. The latter attitude, in fact became
quite fashionable among writers in Hollywood, as is testified to in innumerable
memoirs, exposes, romans a clef, and even films-as well as in more-or-Iess disciplined studies of the place and industry, led in seriousness and merit by Rosten's
and Powdermaker's.lo Writers for filming elsewhere have shown more of the same
mixture of outraged intelligence, self-destructive cynicism, and resigned opportunism-perhaps because the emoluments for screenwriting in other countries
notoriously have been so much smaller.
The attitude has sufficient justification, as thousands upon thousands of films
sadly attest. For themselves, writers have given the blackest accounts of menial
labours on motion picture assembly lines, chronicling violated literary integrity,
enforced anonymity, collective rape of individual creation, ideological repression,
total, demeaning domination by corrupt authority-and, as may be surprising,
usually precarious livelihood. But there have always persisted the straight questions as to why the writers have gone on with it all; and whether there may not
have been, and may yet be, despite any limitations and attendant evils, some
realistically worthy opportunities in screenwriting, that may attract the best
people, with some hope of honourable fulfilment. The answers given by writers
to both questions are predictably various, and there are good writers who have
9

10
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"Dickens, Griffith, and the Film Today" in Sergei Eisenstein, Film Form: Essays In FUnz
Theory. Edited and translated by Jay Leyda. New York: Harcourt, Brace & Company, 1949;
p.232.
Hortense Powdermaker, Hollywood, the Dream Factory: An Anthropologist Looks At the
Movie Makers. Boston: Little, Brown & Company, 1950. (See especially Chapter VIL "The
Scribes"; Chapter VIII, "Assembling the Script"; and Chapter IX, "The Answers".) ,
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had good reasons for both quitting screen work or staying with it. But there must
be a case, after all, for what is surely a sensible professional attitude, and there
has been quite enough good writing for films to bear witness. Moreover, there are
good writers for the screen, Graham Greene for one, who are careful to preach
what they practice, especially inveighing against the self-fulfilling denigration of
screenwriting so often played-at by the mediocre, or by those good writers who
let themselves do less than they can do. Nigel Balchin, for another, has spoken of
what he regards as
" ... the greatest pitfall of the novelist-turned-screenwriter; the. pitfall of thinking of the job as highly paid hackwork in an inferior medium. It is true that
a large number of bad films are made. But for that matter a large. number of
bad novels are written and so is a large quantity of bad verse. There are no
bad media; there are only bad performances in a medium. It is fatal to start
a script from the attitude that however good it is, the resulting film will be
bad. Bad films are sometimes made from good scripts. But in nine cases out
of ten bad films originate. from bad scripts; and one of the most fruitful
sources of bad scripts is the author who thinks the job too crude and simple
for him. I cannot think of any novelist now writing whose most subtle ideas
are too subtle for film treatment-if he learns how to handle the medium as
carefuly as he has learnt to write his books."11
Balchin's argument (which can draw support from the statements of Greene,
as well as from the exampIe of his screenwriting), must not be taken to intend
that books may simply and fully be translated into films. The key word and issue
here is the "ideas" contained, and the point is that the two media are distinct,
methodologically, for all that a "scene" on a page may be transmogrified to one
on screen that is instantly recognizable. And, the old truism means, too, for only
one more thing, that the scene on the page. remains, its potentiality for the imagination at least provisionally unchanged, even if a filmed version appears utterly
different. It is this consideration, of a sustained life, for a literary work despite
what happens in a movie adaptation, that has comforted so many writers in
allowing their books to be made into films, or in participating in the transformation themselves.
Here, it is Greene who may be the most notable, perhaps unique example,
having had, it is likely, more to do with screen work, directly and indirectly, than
any major literary figure, so far in the century. Indeed, a significant revelation of
the Reverend Gene D. Phillips' book, Graham Greene.: The Films of His Fiction,
is that Greene's admiration for the motion picture medium, and his mixed feelings
about the film versions of his own work, may finally be based on his certainty that
his writing will survive whatever filmic transliteration, good or bad. As to the
latter, he told Phillips, " ... I can only repeat what I have said before: In the long
run the smile will be on the author's face. For the book has the longer life."12
Father Phillips does not concur, arguing that the good films made from Greene's
work "will last as long as anything he has written". But this disagreement, if there
is any, in no way weakens the insistence of the good screenwriters, such as Balchin
and Greene, on the essentiality of good screen writing for good films-which
Phillips in fact corroborates in comparing the film versions of Greene's fiction prepared by other screenwriters with those he. did himself.
In any case, it would be foolish to fault Green for having faith in his literary
work, even if it may be too soon-the survival of something cultural being always
problematical, and of anything photographic being hardly predictable-to talk of
11 "Writing In Pictures" in John Sutro, editor, Ope cit.; p. 154.
12 In the series, Studies in Culture and Communication. New York: Teachers College Press,
1973; p. 187.
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altering Ovid's famous paean to the permanence of writing, Scripta . .., to Cinema
ferunt annos. As to this, it may be worth noting that there is an extra-added
attraction today, for writers turning from print to cinema, an outcome of the
change. in public attitude discussed earlier that has encouraged study of films as
serious works, and has elevated erst\vhile merely popular movies to cultural
respectability.
In the event, there has grown a new regard for film scripts-with which writers,
after, all, have something to do, for all the frequently decisive reshaping by
directors and others. Whether or not they may be "read" as are books or plays,
film scripts are now published frequently, in what is an established genre of the
enormous contemporary production of printed works on cinema. While still fundamentally related to what is realized on screen, the published scripts nevertheless
present screenwriting to audiences in ways hardly possible before, with inevitable
consequences for the writers' own notion of themselves and what they are doing.
And what they are doing, in fact, may not be so clear as is the easy distinction
of printed works and images on screen, that is so decisive and fundamental, but
that can be. carried to fearsome oversimplifications, as in contrasting, usually in
polemic, what is given as "purely verbal" discourse with something called "pure
cinema". Even to say, "to write a film", or "to film a story", implies such integration of media in the imagination, if not in the tactics of production, as to call for
some revision, at the least, of conventional separations of the arts-exemplifying
once again the natural dynamism of cultural activity, that has been remarked
before. Printed words, indeed, are involved with filmed images in ways that, as
this writer has elsewhere argued, "may be the best example for our time of a
practical, if not essential interdependence of the arts-or, at the least, of an
integral relationship among media of mass communications".13
The arts once were. not separated from each other, or from either the paramount of the least concerns and activities of the people who created them and
lived their meaning. Even now, their distinctiveness, as creative media and as
experiences to have and to share, may be more truly a matter of conventional
attitudes, or of limited abstraction for philosophical analysis, than of essential
differentiation. We may observe this integration surely, in considering the bearing
of music, and its orchestrated silences, on the. whole experience of motion pictures.
And, returning to the matter of writing and what it has to do with film, we may
wonder whether what is happening, when verbal ideas and narratives become
particular images and sequences of thought and action on screen, may not be a
reassertion of the very nature of writing, rather than evidence of its passing
potency.
This, or something not unrelated, may have been in Federico Fellini's mind
when he said to me, during a talk in 1957, that he had come to making films
precisely because he is a writer. Well, precisely what he meant at that moment he
could not clarify; it sounded good to him, and somehow right, and n1aybe, as is
the way of the arts, it is a matter of becoming: clearer, for one thing, but truer,
for all the rest.

.N9TE : This article i~ ~rom the general ~ditor's ~on~word to Graham Greene: The Films of his
FlctIon, by Gene D. Phtlhps, S.J., In the senes StudIes zn Culture and COlnmunication, New York,
Tea~hers College Press, 1974. It .d.raws on resea.rch and writing being done under auspices of the
InstItute of PhIlosophy and PolItIcs of Education, Teachers College, Columbia University.
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"The Printed Screen" in the author's column, "Critic's Rostrum". The Educational Forum
XXXIII (November, 1968) 1; p. 109. Also in Quadrant (Sydney), XIII (January-February:
1970) 7; p. 51.
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NOEL MACAINSH

Making the Picture Real
Some Observations on Visual Poetry

A phenomenon of literature of recent times that has literally caught the eye of the
reader, even the casual reader of the occasional weekend literary supplement in
the newspaper, is the so-called concrete, poem-a hybrid form, often puzzling,
enigmatic, or plain irritating in its obviousness, composed of words or just letters,
variously separated out and arranged with some implied concern for a spatial
aesthetic. In Australian poetry, this is not entirely a new phenomenon but in its
recent form and context it certainly has a strong claim to newness. Overseas,
visual poetry has become history, even if it has not made history. In Australia,
enough has already happened in the last eight or nine years to justify stock-taking
and tentative conclusions.
In 1967, in Strines Gallery in Melbourne, Sweeny Reed showed a number of
concrete poems on transparent slides. Dennis Douglas, of Melbourne, published
a series of typewriter poems in pamphlet form in 1968. The 'senior' figure though,
if such an appellation is appropriate in a field so recent, is Alan Riddell, born in
Townsville, in 1927. He started out as a poet in what might be called the 'normal'
way, was active in Melbourne, particularly in connection with The Port Phillip
Gazette, and then went overseas where he was active in Scottish literary life,
including founding of the literary revie.w Lines. Here, he met Ian Hamilton Finlay,
a leading exponent of concrete poetry, and became familiar with the international
currents in this field. He is at present back in Australia, working on the Sydney
Morning Herald. He appears to have played a leading role in the awakening of
interest in concrete poetry in this country. Among the numerous concrete poems
he has published, one could cite as an example of a particularly Australian theme
his "The three voyages (and a prayer) of Captain Cook", published in the Captain
Cook Bi-Centenary issue of the literary section of the Sydney Morning Herald of
April 25, 1970 (Fig. 1). Here, one after the other, the three ships of Cook, the
Endeavour, the Resolution and the Discovery, are shown with billowed type sailing
across the page, and the words of the prayer are conformed to the shape of a hull
which contains the voyagers literally and prayerfully as well.
Alan Riddell, however, has not abandoned writing in more usual forms, though
he has become better known in recent times for his work in concrete poetry. Other
poets, likewise. practitioners of more established forms, have also been attracted to
the new field. R. A. Simpson, for instance, has experimented and published some
interesting work, alongside his more well-known formal poetry. It is relevant to
note., however, that he has had training in the craft of painting and a long interest
in visual art. And there are a number of poets, such as Alex Selenitsch, of Melbourne, who appear to be exclusively concerned with this new medium. Some of
the poets are more directed to publication in poster form than to magazine and
book form.
WESTERLV, No.1, MARCH, 1975
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What can be said of the nature of this kind of poetry? What are its origins, its
aims; what is its philosophy? As with other aspects of the "new" poetry in Australia, we are led to seek for its meaning in its development, in what it has
revealed itself to be in its successive expressions.
Its essential feature of course is its emphasis on the visual, and for that reason
I would like to refer to the general field of interest here as "visual" poetry rather
than "concrete" poetry-which latter term is properly applicable only to a particular branch of visual poetry. The. word "visual" of course emphasises the
importance of this aspect as against the simple appellation of printed' poetry and
purely oral poetry.
In the 'oral' tradition, poetry still had visual reference; but it was seen
imaginatively in the mind and, whatever the gestures of the reciting bard may
have been, there was no attempt to procure immediacy of vision in the same way
as later poets have done.
With printing, of course, the eye is directly involved and there is the problem
of laying out the text on the page and of choosing the kind of visual character to
represent it. Problems of typography arise, even if rudimentary; conventions
appear, conventions which, for the most part, we absorb as school-children and
never think much about. We have become used to poems having every line starting
with a capital letter and to expecting the end of the visual line to be the appropriate place for rhyme. Some. poets, more modern, (Christopher Brennan may
have been the first in Australia) have adopted the custom of prose in using capitals
only at the start of the sentence in their verse, and have thereby offended those
conservatives who think of poetry as the most elevated and solemn branch of
"Fine Literature", to be. kept on a pedestal remote from prose. There has always
been some degree of purely visual consideration of printed poetry; questions of
margins, spacing of lines, spacing of stanzas, choice of font, even of texture of
paper. The movement of the eye from line to line has been experimented with
in the free verse n1ovement, the space between line end and beginning has been
variously used to modulate sound and meaning, to introduce the white-space
equivalent of a variable pause. Max Dunn, of Melbourne, produced beautiful
hand-made books in experiments of this kind.
Painters, of course, have always known the nature of eye-movements, of catching attention and directing it in a controlled, modulated manner. Paul Klee, whose
Bauhaus lectures were considered by Sir Herbert Read to be as important for
4
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modern art as Isaac Newton's Principia Mathematica is for modern physics,
developed principles of drawing consciously based on periods in music, so that
the eye would receive carefully planned rhythmical stimuli. In Australia, similar
principles have been applied by painters-perhaps the best known of these being
Len Crawford in Melbourne. Paul Klee has also introduced letters of the alphabet
and poems as components of predominantly visual works. It is obvious that we are
dealing here with border-line phenomena, that is with a visual field that overlaps
in the one direction with music, and, in the other, with typography or poetry.
Indeed, one of the characteristics of the arts in this century is their development
towards the border of their own traditional kind, to contiguity or even overlapping
with other kinds of art. We have become used to Pater's dictum ~'All art tends to
the condition of music", even if we have not taken too seriously to paintings or
sculptures that sing, or to arguing that the art-song is necessarily a higher form
than the poem which forms its text.
In Australia, the border-line between poetry and music has been approached in
a number of attempts in the past. Kenneth Slessor and Ronald McCuaig have
been drawn to evoke musical impressions in poetry. J. C. Beaglehole, a New
Zealander, and well-known historical authority on James Cook, has written a
curiously memorable sequence based on a Beethoven Quartet.
On the visual side of poetry, perhaps the classic early exampIe of visual
empbasis is George Herbert's "Easter-Wings" published in the early 17th century.
In this poem, the words are laid out in the form of wings. The visual use is
emblematic, a symbolic device to reinforce the meaning of the text. Later on, we
find in the work of the French symbolist poet, Mallarme, in his poem "Coup des
des", (Fig.2) an attempt to reinforce the significance of the text by means of
sp'!cing and typography, that is, by placing various groups of variously printed
words at different points of the printed page. In 1899, the German poet, Arno
IT WAS

THE NUMBER

steller birth

EVEN IF IT EXISTED
other than as a straggling hallucination of agony

EVEN IF IT BEGAN AND EVEN IF IT CEASED
hollow as negation and still born
finally
by some profusion spread with rarity

EVEN IF SUMMED UP
evidence of the sum as small as it is

EVEN IF IT ENLIGHTENED

CHANCE

THIS WOULD BE
no
worse
nor better
but as indifferent as

Falls

Fig. 2
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the plume
rhythmic suspense of the disaster
to bury itself
in the primitive foam
from where lately his delirium surged to a peak
callapsed
by the indifferent neutrality of the abyss
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Holz, in the so-called "Mittelachsenlyrik" of his long work Phantasus, (Fig. 3),
arranged all the words of his text about a central axis that ran vertically down
the page, so as to make visually clear the. numerical relationships of these words.
These approaches to the borders of poetry and visual art, however, have the
important feature that they remain within the bounds of syntax. Visual poetry of
this kind has not been lacking in Australia. In Westerly, No.4, of December, 1971,
there is an example given by David Lake, a poem called "Life", (Fig. 4). If you
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follow the poem upward, you will find that it can be read, up into its four
branches, syntactically, without difficulty as to meaning. The visual movement in
reading, and the shape. generally, are discovered to be a pleasant adjunct to the
verbal statement. We even find that it has incorporated rhyme in the words 'wood'
and 'blood' at the tips or ends of the second and third branches. Another example,
but one which indicates a marked step away from this syntactical coherence is the
poem called "Surfacing" by Martyn Sanderson, (Fig. 5). It is taken from New

Surfacing
bomb
cat
table
chair
desk
pad
pen
chair
bum
hair
hand
shadow
desk
ink
word
column
page
I rolled Jaffas down the aisle after your mumbled poetry reading
now
FAT Jack made a milk shake at Brenda's place
now
Brett Whiteley took back his bantam cock
now
vowel
cigarette
END
(delete bomb)
Fig. 5

Poetry, for August 1971. Here, the vertical column, which presumably indicates
the falling of a bomb, has the character of a list, perhaps a sequence of objects
seen swiftly in isolation until the surface of the water is reached and tension is
relieved enough to permit the banal and syntactical recollection that followsthat is, the poet is 'surfacing' back into his everyday world as the bomb plunges
deeper to its own elimination, leaving ripples of prose.
Another variant of this syntactical-visual poetry practiced in Australia is that
of the pitty, satirical kind. Dennis Douglas and Bob Hulme, for example, have
produced a work called "Ideal Situation", (Fig. 6). It is an intended satire on the

Fig. 6
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Church and its attitude to contraception. A rather arch scholastic kind of statement is arranged in nine semicircles which the text leads us to interpret as the
swollen abdomens of nine pregnant people. There is a witty counterpoint between
the measured statement of the text and the undignifid attempt of reading the
words around the repeated curves of nine stomachs, and so on. Another example
of this kind, but with the satire directed against concrete poetry itself, is the work
entitled "This" by Hal Colebatch, published in Westerly, December 1969, (Fig. 7).
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It expresses plainly its point of view, but even so I do not think its author has
really made the best use. of the medium, for it lacks the degree of internal crossreference and reinforcemnt to be found in other works, say that of Dennis
Douglas just given. Perhaps here, as elsewhere, one needs much practice and love
of one's medium to attain to its full expressiveness.
But the limit of the general field of syntactical language was surpassed early in
this century. In the work of the Italian, F. T. Marinetti, that is, in so-called Futurism, in the Calligrammes of the French poet Guillaume Apollinaire, and in the
Dada movement, we find types of poetry indicative of how the boundary is to be
passed and of the main lines of future development.
A host of derivative elements has also ensued from those forms of cubist
painting involving script-elements in their composition. In 1912, on the 11th May,
S6
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here
'How do you like what you have. This is a question that anybody can
ask anybody. Ask it/
-Gertrude Stein
1
rims
peripheries,
edges ..
the brink (I)
it's like
something out
of
(fill in
your favourite author) the way
things (sox
neon
visions of
postcards have an end/this cigarette
for instance, ending
like
the negroes wereseparate but equally
dangerouswhere it burns
there's a chain,
tacky with blood
hair skin dimples,
a type of grease. on
the end of the chain
is a link shaped
smoke ring,
autographed Be

at the mouth lungs
join meeting the
faded nicotine
tingle that's really
a phone some fat man
is dialling your
nervous system will
save him like a
rabbit's foot: he
yells

OPERATOR, GET ME THE POLICE!

who are there already
taking fingerprints,
a dead match
Be what you're stroking
2

like poems Be
small Be also
major disasters, the world's (in turn)
like steel wool exploding
-with solutions,
that is;

Fig. 8

Marinetti had published his Manifesto tecnico della letteratura futuristica. In the
same year, this manifesto was published in the German literary magazine Sturm,
a magazine which did much to foster Expressionism in both literature and painting. Marinetti proposed the abolition of syntax, that the verb be used only in its
infinitive form, the abolition of adjective and adverb, and, instead of punctuation,
the use of mathematical signs. Under the motto "parole in liberta, parole deformate", the Futurists, thus inspired, attempted to establish a new type of poem.
They distributed single vowels and non-syntactical groups of words over the page.
Relationships and meanings were to emerge out of the position of the words, the
size of the type and the direction of movement indicated. Directly pictorial elements were sometimes introduced, as well as graphical signs. Here, for the first
time, the ordered sequence of language and its appearance were radically broken.
An Australian instance of this incorporation of the directly pictorial element is
given by the poem "here" of John Forbes published in New Poetry, for December
1971, (Fig. 8). In this poem, the drawing is more an illustration of what is being
said rather than an integral element of the composition. Also, the text is not as
radically shorn of syntax as the Futurists prescribed. Indeed, it is representative of
the more comprehensive mixed forms that have emerged in recent years-that is,
attempts to synthesise larger works from the. experimental gains of earlier, individual developments. This is a point to be discussed later. Another variant of this
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approach is the poem "East" by Laurie Duggan, published in the same issue of
New Poetry, (Fig. 9). Here, we find what appears to be a facsimile of a newspaper item taken from the Argus of February 12, 1912. It stands as the whole of
sections 2 and 3 in a work composed of eight sections, that is, it is not regarded
as illustrative but as an integral part of the composition. One also finds in this
poem arrows used prepositionally, as well as typographical variations. This poem
could also be included in the genre of so-called "Found Poetry".

EASTERN GIPPSLAND
---:¢----

AN UNDEVELOPED
TERRITORY
STATE TREASURER'S
TOUR
The State Treasurer (Mr·
Watt) returned from his visit
to the eastern districts of
Victoria by the Gippsland
train late on .Friday night.
The party had an adventurous trip during the recent
heat wave, and were glad to
return safe and sound to
civilisation once more. They
travelled through great
stretches of burning forests,
and, according to Mr Watt,
"the bush fires were so thick
that it was unsafe for a man to
let his beard grow for even a
couple of days."
The Treasurer was deeply
impressed with the richness of
much of this undeveloped
eastern country. "It is unthinkable," he said, "that suCh a
valuable territory shall be
allowed· to lie idle much
longer."

MINING NOTES
---~---

Legal managers and secretaFig. 9

An example closer to a Futurist type poem is given by John Poole-Johnson in
Westerly, December 1969, (Fig. 10). It is called "The Universe: Lateral-Retrograde Symmetric" and is made up of groups, each of three words, distributed in
a symmetrical pattern about a vertical axis, with arrows indicating direction of
relationship. These arrows are double-ended and so arranged as to indicate the
counterpointed symmetry of the author's concept. It suggests a self-sustained
system of perpetual motion, structurally resting in itself, containing its own
motion, infinitely remote from human concern. The words can be construed
syntactically but are close to the conditions demanded by Marinetti in his Manifesto.
With Futurism, the way is paved for increasing concentration on purely visual
features-and we notice an important factor that emerges with these novel
arrangements, the factor of simultaneity. The ordinary sequence of words involves
a certain ordering in time, which is lost in the new kind of poem-we find that
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the starting-point of the poem becomes arbitrary, as we have just noticed in the
Poole-Johnson poem, and that we may travel in various directions on the pagesurface, discovering or seeking meaning. In a sense, all the elements of the work
are presented to our view at once. Also, we are brought to consideration of a
situation in which word-quality may be lost. If the work is made up of signs
plus words then we may face problems of terminology. For if the effect of the
signs exceeds that of the words, then we are dealing with a picture rather than a
The Universe: lateral-retrograde-rotational symmetric
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poem. There is a considerable school of so-called scriptural painting which
employs scripts, either existing or invented, sometimes graffiti, for visual effectthe word-quality however is not enough to regard this kind of work as literary.
In poems which are on the border-line, the words tend to become merely the label
to a picture.
Another variety of visual poem which has found its exponents in this country
is of the kind produced by the French poet, Guillaume Apollinaire, and published
in his Calligrammes of 1918. Apollinaire's poems, though in certain instances like
Marinetti's, also embrace works that are fundamentally different from his. If we
look through his Calligramn1es we see areas of print formed into visual images
in a way that is allusive of the emblematic poetry of George Herbert and of the
Baroque poets of the 17th century. In a poem called "11 Pleut" (It rains), (Fig.
11), \ve find letters formed into irregular diagonal strips as of windblown rain.
In the poem "Voyage", we find typographic material formed into the visual suggestion of a railway-train travelling through a landscape. In another poem, we
find the words formed into the shape of a mandolin. And so on. Occasionally, we
find a few directly linear symbols; waves, telephone-poles.
It is important to note, however, that this type of poem of Apollinaire's is quite
different from the emblematic poem, from the poem of David Lake that we have
just seen. The visual, pictorial element is used not so much to reinforce the meaning of a syntactically coherent text but as a means of dispensing with syntax, as
well as with metre and line-regulation. There is a heraldic solidity, an allegorical
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clarity, about the emblematic poems of the Baroque poets. Here, in contrast, there
is a loosening, even a dissolution, in the service of Impressionism. The phonetic
aspect becomes neglected. We discover an ironical nuance, a quirky kind of
humour.
This kind of visual poem was taken up enthusiastically by the Dada artists, and
underwent many changes in their work. It is this fact, presumably, which has led
Thomas Shapcott to erroneously regard Dada as the home of concrete poetry. His
own experimental work Fingers at Air, (Fig. 12), subtitled Experbnental Poems
1969, is not so much to be placed, for antecedents, with the lively iconoclasm of
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the Dadists, as somewhere between the "Coup des des" of Mallarme and the
Calligrammes of Apollinaire.
The Dadists were founded in 1916, in Zurich, in the "Cabaret Voltaire". They
protested against the war, against the social and artistic conditions of the times.
Their visual poems were, for the most part, mixed forms; that is, signs and
pictorial elements, the simultaneity of the Italian Futurists, were blended with
Apollinaire's use of word-groups formed into visually indicative shapes.
What appears to be a separate form again, different from the two already
given, and something of a limit-situation as far as poetry is concerned, is the
form invented by the German, Kurt Schwitters, born in 1887. In this form, the
individual letters of a word are distributed and variously repeated over the surface
of the page. The extreme example is that of his celebrated i-poems where the.
single letter "i" is repeated over and over to build up visual impressions after the
manner of collage. Alan Riddell's "The Affair", (Fig. 13), published in Australian

iii iii iii iii iii iii iii
iii iii iii i u iii iii iii i
iii iii iii u u u iii iii iii
iii iii i i u u u u u iii iii i i
iii iii i u u u u u u u iii iii i
iii iii u u u u u u u u u iii iii
iii i i u u u u u u u u u u u iii i i
iii i u u u u u u u u u u u u u iii i
iii u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u iii
iiuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuii
iuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuui
iiuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuii
iii u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u iii
iii i u u u u u u u u u u u u u iii i
iii i i u u u u u u u u u u u iii i i
iii iii u u u u u u u u u iii iii
iii iii i u u u u u u u iii iii i
iii iii i i u u u u u iii iii i i
iii iii iii u u u iii iii iii
iii iii iii i u iii iii iii i
iii iii iii iii iii iii iii
Fig. 13

Poetry Now, gives an example, using the single letters "i" and "u", though it is
not as extreme as Schwitters' work.
The word "concrete" as applied to this type of poetry is of comparatively
recent origin. Visual poetry of the kinds I have indicated underwent a waning of
interest prior to the Second World War, and it was not really until about 1950
that these forms were taken up again, with the marked difference that the originally separate kinds of visual poetry were now subject to attempts to synthesise
them into more comprehensive works. Naturally, I do not wish to suggest that
this attempt has been a concerted one, nor that it has not been hotly debated. In
fact, the international scene of 'concrete' poetry is highly confused as to aim and
theory, but I think it justifiable to speak of a general tendency to synthesis. This
appears to be in harmony with the original tendency of visual poetry to press
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beyond traditional boundaries of poetry, and I am confident that there would be
no lack of critics who would see in this yet another instance of the essentially
romantic striving of modern art towards the truly universal work.
The term "concrete" as applied to poetry appears to have been taken over
from constructivist painting, in which context it was probably first used by the
artist Max Bill for an exhibition at Basle in 1944. Its meaning here was in reference to the 'concrete' features of a picture in itself, rather than to what it depicted.
Having in mind the kind of painting it was related to, that is, the work of Mondrian, the StH-group, and of Kandinsky, it referred to geometrical principles of
surface sub-division of the painting, and of relative values of fields of colour, to
a reduction of the pictorial elements to areas, line and point. The term, of course,
has been applied in musical composition too, as so-called "Musique concrete", but
with a different connotation. The application of the word "concrete" to poetry is
commonly attributed to Eugen Gomringer, who was Max Bill's secretary, in the
year 1953; but Emmett Williams, in the introduction to his Anthology of Conorete
Poetry, gives the year as 1956 when Gomringer decided on the new term in conjunction with the Brazilian "Noigandres" group. In fact, this was the year of the
National Exhibition of Concrete Arts, Sao Paulo, in December. But Williams also
says the term was first used three years earlier in Stockholm. Initially, Gomringer
has called his 'concrete' poems, Konstellationen, in 1951. Gomringer has stated in
a lecture that the ideal concrete poem should consist basically of one word only.
Dr Terry Sturm of Sydney, in an article on concrete poetry in New Poetry,
for June 1971, reproduces two of Gomringer's poems, each consisting of one
word. In the first, "Silencio", produced in 1954, the significance of the word is
indicated by its absence, (Fig. 14). It is essentially a static work. The word

silencio
silencio
silencio
silencio
silencio

silencio
silencio
silencio
silencio

silencio
silencio
silencio
silencio
silencio

Fig. 14

Silencio is repeated fourteen times and is arranged in what has been called "an
ideogram of silence". The intended meaning is not only stated but shown. For
Gomringer, the idea of silence is very important. In the progressive reduction of
the elements of a poem, silence is an end-state, an absolute. Gomringer understands 'silence' to be an economical principle which frees itself from subjectivity,
becomes autonomous as soon as it is established. It is more fundamental than
language; it is that which is broken when a word is said. Also, and this is a great
moment for this kind of poetry, it is the opposite of individualism, for Gomringer
sees the concrete poem or, as he calls it, the "new poetry", as standing in contrast
to what he calls "individualist" poetry. This is indicative, I think, of a discomfort
that has attended practitioners of concrete poetry who are not fully convinced or
aware of its theoretical accompaniment. It is a point of general significance to
which I would like to return shortly. In the second instance, the poem "Wind",
not shown here, has a kinetic quality suggestive of experiences that the word
WIND denotes. Again, it is just one word that supplies the elements of the poem.
For comparison I have chosen three recent poems by Australians. The. first,
called "FIR", (Fig. 15), by Michael Dugan, is an essentially static work where the
arrangement of letters of the word FIR is expressive of the shape of the tree. It
stands there and shows what it says it is. In contrast to the "Silencio" poem of
Gomringer, it is more economical, but it lacks the centering, the invitation to a
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still meditative intensity and the paradoxical synasthesia implied-the white space
that is present is representative of an absent word and sound.
A kinetic example is given by Alan Riddell's poem "Revolver" (Fig. 16): here
the motion involved in reading the word expresses its meaning. It is also an
economically constructed work, making use of two letters "r" to serve simultaneously as start and finish of two words. If you read one word, you find you have
already started on the next repetition of the same word and are thus led on 'revolving'. One readily notices the letters "revo" at the top, and their reversal into
the word "over" at the bottom. There are various other features to be found, and
it is altogether an engaging demonstration of its title.
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Another Australian example of this type is the poem called "Untitled" by Alex
Selenitsch, of Melbourne. This poem was published in Poetry Magazine of August,
1970, (Fig. 17). Here, it is noticed that the two letters "0" seem to have escaped

o
o

ball ns
Fig. 17

from their proper place as constituents of the word "balloons". What is perhaps
not quite so obvious is that the space presumably left by these letters at the
bottom is not enough to receive them back. Have they been squeezed out and
risen as balloons, while the letters that have remained behind have moved closer
together? It is a pleasant work that poses itself in an effective and simple way.
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One can readily see, I think, the poster-like appeal that it has and that it might
gain from increase in scale, and possibly from colour as well. In fact, Selenitsch
has issued poster-poems in limited editions, as well as a screen-printed book of
concrete poems.
It would be interesting, instructive and amusing to follow through with further
examples of concrete poems produced in this country, but, apart from consideration of space available here, I do not think that any substantial variation in
principle would be observed. It may seem surprising that in a field so determinedly open to experiment the basic principles are so few and that the years
intervening since the initial impetus given early in this century have yielded little
beyond application and elaboration of these principles. The. Australian contribution, much of which has a limited publication and character, has not been
outstanding in comparison with overseas work, although such a generalisation does
not do justice to the works of individuals such as Alan Riddell. Also, in contrast
to overseas, there. has appeared little theoretical, critical material in this country.
This, of course, is no new thing in Australian poetry. One could even argue that
there is a prejudice here against the "ratio" in matters of art, that the local view
is that the. buoyant artistic spirit does best if not 'sicklied o'er by the pale cast of
thought'. This aspect of Australian literature has been variously noticed by critics.
Vincent Buckley, in his well-known essay on "Utopianism and Vitalism", Quadrant, 10, identifies an anti-rational strain in our poetry, largely represented by the
older Sydney poets and partly stemming, via Norman Lindsay, from vitalist-type,
voluntaristic doctrines in Europe. Herbert Piper, in an article on the "Romantic
Background of Australian Poetry", Quadrant, 11, discusses the unexamined and
apparently unrealised assumption of nineteenth-century romantic attitudes that
have persisted so long in our poetry-the implication being that for many Australian poets one subjective impulse from the vernal wood, or whatever, is far more
important than a book of theory, no matter what its source. Most of our best
poets, of course, have not seen things like this and have been wen informed on the
best thought about their craft. One thinks, for instance, of the encyclopaedic
knowledge of Brennan, his familiarity with writings on poetics both current in his
own day and deriving from other times, his own contribution to the WillamowitzMoellendorf controversy on the nature of the original verse in Grecian times.
Perhaps it will be objected that this is overdoing it, that John Shaw Neilson, for
instance, got by without it. However, it is doubtful that much support could be
mustered for a total overt banning of critical reflection among Australian poets,
even if many of them do practise it in private. Even the authors of that bestknown avantgarde collection of poems, "The Darkening Ecliptic", published in
Angry Penguins under the. name of Ern Malley, were widely informed. The
European concrete poets are, in general, highly informed in modern linguistics and
philosophy, particularly the Tractatus and Philosophical Investigations of Ludwig
Wittgenstein, who had much to say about the nature of language. A recent introductory book on the. basis and application of so-called text-theory, by a leading
theorist of the aesthetics of concrete poetry, Max Bense, looks rather like a book
on symblic logic; it contains sections on text-algebra, text-statistics and texttopology, together with considerations of computer-programming for text-production. To the traditional writer and reader of poetry all this may seem too much,
but for the- literary critic at least, the critic who hopes to form an adequate basis
for his appreciation and judgement of this kind of poetry, who is at all moved by
Carl Harrison-Ford's plea, Meanjin Quarterly, I, 1971, for an appropriate context
of understanding, the application of a theory of aesthetics innocent of linguistic
knowledge is inadequate and can only result in the all too familiar spectacle. of
the critic lagging the artist.
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For myself, I would like to conclude with some observations on this kind of
poetry and to use as a starting point some remarks made by Terry Sturm in his
article "Perspectives on Concrete Poetry" published in New Poetry, June, 1972.
Dr Sturm sees the real social significance of concrete poetry in its "breaking down
of a whole range of assumptions built into the linear positivist content-structure
of traditional literature which we are usually conditioned to receive as absolute".
And he quotes Ian Hamilton Finlay's statement that "concrete poetry is a model
of order even if set in a space which is full of doubt".
As I see it, there is both an example and a contradiction here. The example is
of the continuing reactive character of the tradition of the new, of its protest
against the existing order essentially by way of form rather than content. As Dr
Sturm goes on to say, "the element of surprise in a concrete poem is the result
of a kind of alienation-effect". But this alienation, and the very word 'alienation'
implies it, is dependent on the force of traditional association. If concrete poetry
achieves the removal from language of its cultural accretions, how is it to assert
new meanings for words? Wittgenstein has said that "the significance of a word is
its use in the language"-a statement gladly seized on by the concretionists. But
this view has also been shared by others. Valery has noted that there are no
isolated words and that the significance of a word exists only in its particular use
each time. Words are used in language; and language in turn is ordered to the
world of experience, is part of our world. It is this fact that has proved an irritant
to the concrete poets, for they have been impressed by the thesis of certain linguists that the existing structure of a language carries in it, implicitly, a pre-given
and seductive interpretation of the world-the subject-object-predicate structure
implies already, it is claimed, an Aristotelian, or at least a particular philosophy
of the world.! Hence, in fealty to the avantgarde, the rejection of syntax. Gomringer has said2 that a foundation in a world-view, and the will-to-expression, are
no longer appropriate to the new poets. With this, there has been advanced the
claim that the new poem, this model of order, be an absolute in itself. The reference to the outside world, to actual experience, is not denied, but the drama of
the individual soul, its despairs and struggles for self-realisation, engaged with
conditions that we variously call the world, life, society, and so on, are set aside
in favour of the attempt, as put by one critic, "to escape the compulsions that
come in from outside; to create free space in what is still inarticulated ... without
confession of a human or artificial reference ... without abstract description ... "3
So there we have it: on the one hand the insight into literature as essentially
directed to actual experience, the world, and, on the other hand, the new poem as
a "reality in itself". It seems that the difficulty is language. If language and its
world-directedness can be reduced or even eliminated, then the timeless absolute
of the completely concrete poem may be reached, but where is the literature in
this? We have. seen that an essential characteristic of the concrete poem has been
towards simplicity, simultaneity, the reduction of the time-sequence, the attempt
to remove words from time by repetition. This process has involved the rejection
of the so-called "individualist" poem and a fascination with the timeless impersonality of logical, mathematical principles. This has led to division among the
concrete poets themselves, in so far as some of them have shrunk from the consequences of a completely scientific manipulation of their material in itself and
have sought for some vestige at least of individualism and historicity. Among
Australian practitioners of this poetry, it seems that the latter view has prevailed
and that in general the extreme form has not been followed.
!

2
3

The validity of this claim is refuted at length in: L. Eley, Metakritik der Formalen Logik,
Den Haag, 1969.
E. Gomringer, W orte sind Schatten, Reinbeck, 1969.
H. HeissenbiitteI, introduction to Gomringer, Ope cit. (my translation).
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FAY ZWICKY
For Ries (1909-1973)
Seeing the coming storm, tired of the way
You drew to sleep. Rest quiet, Ries, who
Painted, talked, was loved by friends
Who fled the north and cannot bury you.
Blood in a lung, the new admitted guest
Sat in your room till we had gone to swell
His nightmare sac. Easy tender host, you
Gave yourself in gently angled prow
Suspended on an opalescent calm, painted
When we were young in Java.
How still it was.
The red sun sank behind
The spire, fired the canal and died. We
Drank to our next meeting, raised a glass
Against your subtle patient guest and
Ours. The sun's shaft struck the prow,
Shattered the summer waterscape one fiery
Time and charged a common autumn day with
Fear. You knew.
We set our faces, light
With expectation (time. on our side, young
In the south) on meeting: seven years? of
Course we'll make it.
Dear failed and gifted friend, the wind
Has blown us all to the earth's end never
To cross that sea again.
But on the clear cerulean wave your
Young and steadfast prow will rock itself
Asleep for ever.
ljsselstein

Orpheus
As at a sign you'll go and no more
Turn. Night's window starred with warning
Runway markers opens: the plane waits.
Solemn boy again, I took your case
With love, pity-books, you said, just
Books, the squirrel hoard, the refuge
Chosen cage. Our light affectionate irony
Played between the bars deceiving none
But us. Trapped migratory birds more
Reckless of their years would probe
A prison no more gentle-their
Simple islands lie in the sun and
Do not move. Our quicksand havens shift
To outstay the gnawing tides of love.
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FAY ZWICKY

Poets and Critics: What Price Survival?
Paperback Poets Anthology, ed. Roger McDonald. University of Queensland Press, 1974.
$2.25.
Signs & Voices by Manfred Jurgensen. Paperback Poets 17, University of Queensland Press,
1973. $1.15.
Condition Red by Vicki Viidikas. Paperback
Poets 18, University of Queensland Press, 1973.
$1.15.
Poems From Prison, ed. Rodney Hall. University of Queensland Press, 1973. Cloth $3.65;
Paper $1.50.
A Bone Flute by Philip Martin. A.N.U. Press,
1974. $3.95.
Perhaps the best course for the critic / poet is
one of chequered pessimism. Like the retention
of Pamela's chastity, you can't lose anything
and it might possibly pay dividends. Rather
than analyzing the untidy bundle of rival
schools and poetics represented, it might be
more profitable to ask what kind of society is
being created or implied through structure,
idiom, and style as well as by explicit statement
in the poems themselves. Do they accurately
render the strains and tensions of contemporary society? Do they contribute a vision of disintegration or its opposite? And, hesitant to
cast the critical stone, does the critic / poet then
go on to tepidly prefer some poems to others?
Or (critic now gathers old forces, shouldering
poet temporarily aside) shouldn't something be
said to establish a vocabulary for serious discrimination between some poems and others, a
'language of preference. and value'? Is the critic
so cowed by the deterministic conformity of a
weak liberalism that she can no longer apply
firm standards to works of literature which
may feebly reflect, or feebly oppose, such deterioration? Yes, to a degree she is, but will
(taking a deep breath) try, critical pebble in
hand, to sort out a larger view putting aside
value judgments for the time being.
First, a few words about what used to be
called without blenching, 'mind'. With the
68

larger view in mind, the crisis in modern poetry
has shown itself most clearly as an ever-widening split between a kind of verse (and a kind
of audience) that accepts and promotes the
concept of mind and another kind that rejects
it. The difference is clear in detail in the whole
ambiance of each kind: attitudes to poetry,
methods of composition, techniques of presentation and manners of reception. And the complexity and power of the technological civilization which troubles and menaces the humanistic values with which some of us have grown
up calls for a special kind of detailed comprehension and critical stamina on the part of
critic and poet. It has something to do, too,
with undramatic reasonableness, patience and
thought, the kind of response for the social
and political challenges of a world of overpopulation, pollution and violence-the world
with which the poet/critic hopes that poetry
explicitly connects.
It is how this connection is made (if it is
made at all) that is especially troubling in light
of the current devaluation of the mind's status
both within and without the confines of academia. And let it be clear that just because one
takes issue with the fragmentations of popular
culture as revealed in contemporary verse, it
doesn't necessarily follow that one sees the universities as the only possible centres of moral
and aesthetic regeneration. There must surely
be some middle ground between the two camps
where both can give assent to the facts of
human existence with some attempt at objectivity. And by 'objectivity' I don't mean some
intangible property that either limits the scope
of perception or denigrates what is perceived.
What Theodore Roszak in The Making of a
Counter-Culture, called 'the myth of objective
consciousness' is often taken to be chiefly responsible for the dehumanizing drift of our culture. I would argue that this is a false scapegoat.
Lionel Trilling, in the first Thomas Jefferson
lecture in the Humanities in 1972 entitled
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'Mind in the Modern World', explores the notion of objectivity in this way:
'Objectivity, we might say, is the respect we
give to the object as object, as it exists apart
from us. Eventually we will probably, and
properly, see the. object in more terms than
its own-what in itself it is seen really to be
will make it an object of admiration, or an
object of detestation. This way of seeing the
object, as something we move. toward or
away from, even as something we wish to
destroy, is not precluded by the ideal of 0 bjectivity, which requires only that, before
the personal response is given, the effort to
see the object as in itself it really is be well
and truly made.'
He then goes on to speak of the deep-rooted
impulse in man to transcend the rational mind
and how little compelling the reasons for attempting objectivity have always been:
'. . . we can scarcely fail to be aware that at
the present time. their moderateness confirms the belief that mind is discredited because it cannot be in an immediate relation
to experience, but must always stand merely
proximate to it, that through mind we can
never know the world in a way which is, to
use a favourite modern word, authenticthat is to say, real, true, wholly to be relied
on. These are, of course, the qualities of
experience which mind itself cherishes. But
as authenticity is conceived by those who
take an adversary position toward mind, it
stipulates that only those things are real,
true, and to be relied on which are experienced without the intervention of rational
thought. And it is on the basis of this judgment that the contemporary ideology of irrationalism proceeds, celebrating the attainment of an immediacy of experience and
perception which is beyond the power of
rational mind. The means to this end are
not new; they are known from of old. They
include intuition, inspiration, revelation; the
annihilation of selfhood perhaps through
ecstasy and the various forms of intoxication; violence; madness.'
Now Vicki Viidikas declares her allegiance
to the 'authentic' according to the usage defined by Trilling. She says: 'My poems are
written from direct emotional experiences. I
believe creating should be, and is, as natural
and integrated a process as cooking eggs for
breakfast; can see no distinction between a
person wishing to express herself on the page,
or getting drunk and attempting to communiWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1975

cate verbally in a pub (italics mine). Each moment, each experience is unique, as therefore
each poem is ... If a poem is emotional, subjective, hysterical even, then chances are the
form will be lines scattered over the page as
randomly as the emotions which motivate it.
I want a poetry of the spirit/ of the body/ of
the emotions.'
Direct emotion or not (Lawrentian organic
form notwithstanding), surely there's a difference between the quick fried egg and the welltempered omelette which even the claims of
authenticity can't obliterate? Here the critic
reaches a state of deadlock with the poet. Miss
Viidikas's belief in the transparent virtues of
spontaneity, immediacy, a charge. of energy released by both poet and audience in an instant
spark of communion is at odds with the conviction that art has a great deal to do with
shape, form, control, and that a good poem
shouldn't yield all its depths and resonances at
a single glance. My generation has grown so
used to the notion of complexity in poetry, to
ferreting out ambiguities and gauging levels
that I'm bound to feel some disquiet and threat
from the easy dismissal of craft and the mind's
intervention. This doesn't mean, however, that
the camps be labelled as either 'unimaginative,
entrenched authority' or 'ranks of the illiterate
raising puerile and rhythmless voices'. There
must, as I said before, be a cooling area where
one may dispassionately observe. the attitudes
that make the current nexus of dissidence and
discover justification for the claims of both
sides.
At the opposite end of the 'authenticity scale'
stand poets like. Philip Martin and David
Malouf, both academics armed with defensive
wit, whimsical nostalgia, still sad music and
triple level controls. Philip Martin's titles pay
tribute to the old humanistic values: 'Doctor
Donne of Paul's: the Statue Jack Built' (very
nifty piece, this, with a conclusion of perfectly
controlled witty vulgarity, definitely an omelette for the seasoned palate); 'Sir Thomas
Browne, Physician of Norwich' ('Doctor,
maker of that instrument/ Which resonates the
motions of a brain / Feeling gravely in time the
pulse of death'); 'Monteverdi: The Coronation
of Poppaea; poems about European travel,
Jugoslav tombs, Greek goatherds, the impedimenta (or succour) of l' education sentimentale
in another country. David Malouf (represented
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in the Paperback Poets Anthology) delivers a
modest compromise in his flirtation with
Horace:
'The boys come round less often
now, to pitch a fistful
of gravel at your window
and break your beauty sleep;
the door hugs its jamb, that once
moved upon oiled hinges;
and less and less often now
a whisper: "Hey Linda, open
up! It's killing me!" ,
('An ode of Horace: I, xxv')
and gets himself inside a twelfth century skin
in a plague year. Both Martin and Malouf as
spokesmen for the literary sensibility seek outside the self for the formulation of personal
identity, deliberately using art to shield and
nourish a spiritual unease of no great magnitude.
Somewhere. between Viidikas and Martin and
Malouf lie the homely, mildly plagued intelligences of poets like Thomas Shapcott, Judith
Rodriguez, R. A. Simpson; a quiet recapturing
of sensation in the work of J. S. Harry and
Rhyll McMaster, lyricism without gravitas;
and the self-conscious twitches of a blocked
consciousness like that of Manfred Jurgensen. *
None of these poets seems to connect with the
challenges of the 20th century experience as
defined earlier in this review. To Vicki Viidikas, poetry is a rendering of reality as she
knows it, an extension of being alive, the. range
as restricted or as expansive, depending on
your conventions, as the life itself. The poems
that record the life are curiously weightless,
without moral or emotional sustenance and yet
they seem more nearly approximate to this century's disruptions than the poetry of more
conscious makers.
The trouble with the confessional pursuit of
the 'true self' is that nakedness becomes a
habit, the act of revelation something which
the poet is expected to perform. Following in
the footsteps of the arch-stripper, Sylvia Plath,
we have yet another female victim menaced by
faceless sadism. In 'They always come', the
anonymous 'they' have taken away 'childish
laughter and dogeared books', fixed the girl up
with her theatrical props for life's vaudevilles
only to later return to the mess to perform the
last rites:
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'Which drug did she take?
Which pain did she prefer?
What does the lady offer
behind the words, behind the words?
Their criteria will be:
so long as she's dead we may
sabotage and rape'
Or, in orgiastic images she seeks to simultaneously depict and relieve the separation state:
'I thought of you this morning
strutting a black foot
black boot earth dance
your glasses flashing
like extra windows ...'
or exhibits characteristic masochistic anxiety:
Man of feathers and stones
I've been wading in circles
grinding
hips and hands, silver spiked tongues,
my skin
crawling
forgetting who I've slept with, which demon
was evoked,
faces and words, too much confusion ...
In circles, in orbit
I'm your plaster doll
(though idols with clay feet
have fallen before you)
I'm your one cracked true one, your naked
and funny thing ...'
('The Savages are Listening')
-a torch song of the familiar jaunty throwaway romanticism, a compound of Judy Garland, Isherwood's Berlin and the mad Plath
montage.
Michael Dransfield, * already dead at 23,
hangs out his nightmares to dry, bolstered by a
series of distinguished drug-taking fore bears:
' ... Falling over
a desk, trying to
stay awake when to sleep means death.
Overdose. Nothing left but the
whim of survival. Consciousness
demands vigilance,
the courage of a beaconing lightship
on the wide Sargasso Sea.
Drifting
unintelligibly through afternoon, across the
day's
almost endless expanses, wishing for
the cool shore of dusk. Becalmed now
on Coleridge's painted sea in Rimbaud's
drunken boat. High like de Quincey or
Vasco

* Paperback

Poets Anthology
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I set a course
for the Pillars of Hercules, meaning to sail
over the edge of the, world.'
('Overdose' )
-lists the confusions of the young utopian
quest in a world as raw as a Bacon painting:
'in the kitchen are fish
adamson caught the cat
plays with one
we try to eat them soaked
in water an hour the scales
are easy to remove & i
cut off the heads with a knife
& my girl cuts their guts out
after a few we vomit & bury the

fish & turn vegetarian
in the shop across the road
meat dangles in the shopman's
eye & he go crazy & give it away
meatmad citizens hunt
all day in the wildwoods for game
their children have
red faces & cry
often & are pacified with
cooked flesh their pets
sated on
tinned wildlife
tins with fat &
jelly to make up the weight
total sight now
nothing eaten but earthfood
vegetables fruit
we eat some mushrooms & hallucinate
high on abstractions
& a distance of mountains we start
a colony the air is clean here
the water rainwater
we have music & books & peace
on a radio we listen to the world
death itself & death itself
& the cities be killed & ruined'
Aware that consciousness demands vigilance
and courage, admitting the lack of both, selfannihilation is sought through sex, drugs, anything that will relieve the pain of isolation
either physical or psychic. Significantly one of
the Prison Poet's confessed ambitions is 'to
lead a completely uninvolved life'. At this
point it's time to turn again to Trilling:
'Madness, for example, figures memorably
in the work of Plato, Shakespeare, Cervantes, Nietzsche, and Yeats, all of whom
represent it as a condition productive of
truths which are not accessible to our habiWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1975

tual and socially countenanced mode of
perception and constitute an adverse judgment upon it. No one is ever in doubt that
their representation of madness is of the
profoundest and most cogent import, yet no
one ever supposes them to be urging it upon
us that madness, because of the heuristic
and moral powers they ascribe to it, is a
state of existence which is to be desired and
sought for and, as it were, socially established. To say that madness is for them
merely a figure of speech would not ...
state the case accurately. But while. their
representation of the powers of madness is
doubtless something more than a metaphorical construct, it does not ask for credence as a practicable actuality. In our day
it has become possible to claim just such
credence for the idea that madness is a
beneficent condition, to be understood as
the paradigm of authentic existence and
cognition. This view is advanced not only
by speculative. laymen but also by a notable
section of post-Freudian psychiatric opinion
with wide influence in the intellectual community . .. From individual madness, its
heartbreaking pain, isolation, and distraction blithely ignored, is to be derived the
principle by which society may recover its
lost reason and humanity. The project may
be taken as the measure of how desperate is
the impulse to impugn and transcend the
limitations of rational mind.'
I have quoted Trilling at length because what
he is saying seems both true and of the utmost
importance both to writers and critics today. In
light of this attitude to experience as he diagnoses it, what kind of judgment other than
pessimistic can be made of the current cultural
temper, especially of the young? The work of
R. D. Laing (to whom Trilling is obviously
referring) clearly strikes a sympathetic note in
the sensibility of youth. Beginning originally
as champion of the personal dignity of the
mentally ill, Laing went on to argue that mental illness is not an affliction in itself but rather
a more 'authentic' response to the inhuman elements of our society than is so-called normal
behaviour. His books contain troubling similarities to the prophecies of earlier millenial
movements, assertions of what he and his adherents would like to be true but which may,
in fact, be out of touch with reality. It seems
to me unlikely that the acute schizophrenic experiences his disturbances of perception, emotion and comprehension as 'a voyage of inner
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discovery', but much more likely that these
become a nightmare from which he would give
anything to be released.
When one reads the work of sensitive young
poets like Viidikas and Dransfield who seek for
inner reality while clearly having been affected
by such harebrained ideas diffused through our
culture, one can only feel sadness at the wasteful expenditure of energy and the consequent
failure of the search. Reaching out to communicate esoteric states of consciousness, they
present us rather with a process of personal
disintegration, a microcosmic view of what we
see beginning to happen around us on a broader social scale. And, with regret, I believe the
current cultural temper to be more truly reflected in their work than in the moderately
anxious grazing of suburban pastures which
lacks passion, ambition, an element of risk, a
touch of brinkmanship, even if that way madness lies. Given Australia's almost complete
escape from the direct impact of the 20th century holocausts, perhaps the 19th century romantic hangover isn't to be wondered at. The
nearest we come to awareness of a frightening
world through our moderates is the odd twinge
of guilt for having been allowed the luxury of
innocence for so long. Is it too much to hope
that our culture might be able to accommodate
both stances without animosity and with that
desired 'objectivity'? One man's reality may,
after all, be another's illusion.
It wouldn't be honest for the older writer to
pretend that civilization has been only temporarily disrupted and will shortly be fixed up like
a faulty washing-machine even though small
oases of order and comfort may continue to
exist. One has one's own visions to contend
with, visions of a world of ferocious freedom
and pragmatism, visions of an eroded past and
an unpredictable future where one's children
are likely to live in the. present without circumspection, means, or motive. The patterns of
their lives will be as artless as those of innocent herds of animals on an African veldt:
browsing and mating rituals broken up by occasional predatory sorties. But one's survival
depends, surely, on trying to make of this
vision neither nightmare nor millenium, but on
seeing it, in Matthew Arnold's phrase 'as in
itself it really is'. And although I welcome the
release of young women like Vicki Viidikas
from the cages of the middle-class background
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and its crippling conventions-fear of the unfamiliar, fear of dirt, guilt about sex, etc.
('Mothers are-j To be forgotten, parents to
be hurt; tears are-/ hates, diseases, belongings, days./ Clothes should be washed, and
bodies and minds;' ('Wheels') )-1 also feel
strongly for the hidden child who has to endure the pain and anguish of enforced maturity
in a world without order. And I would hope
for a new, less potentially destructive element
for consciousness like hers and Dransfield's
which may eventually dare to offer hope when
the values inherent in our immediate past seem
headed only in the direction of disaster. I
would even go so far as to say that, however
personally disturbed one may be by the vision,
each step towards this barbarism, whether it
appears as liberating or dehumanizing, may
well be necessary in order that, from the
wreckage of the old patriarchal patterns, a ne\v
kind of parental responsibility may grow and
thrive.
An easy rationalization of disaster, or the
larger vie\v? In one of his unsent letters, Saul
Bellow's Herzog wrote: ~We are survivors in
this age, so theories of progress ill become us.
. .. To realize that you are a survivor is a
shock ... you feel like bursting into tears.'
Herzog goes on to conclude that from history's
endless succession of wars, revolutions and
famines 'perhaps we ... have done the nearly
impossible, namely, learned something'. Just
what Herzog and mankind may have learned is
left equivocal. But whatever it is the survivor
learns, that knowledge is linked with knowing
death and rebirth in some bodily or psychic
manner. The survivor's sharing in the series of
'deaths' which punctuate the 20th century experience makes him vulnerable to dislocation,
deformation and imaginative blocks. His hardearned 'knowledge' of death that both defines
and torments him, tends to be fragmentary at
best and semi-articulate, yet the knowledge is
valuable in the extreme. It takes shape from the
survivor's struggle to grasp the experience of
his contact with death and to formulate its significance. Only by reaching towards such
knowledge can the survivor free hin1self from
the immobilization of the foreshadowing imprint of his death, his guilt about it, and his
psychic numbing.
But, if there is no movement towards the
formulation of the experience's significance
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(and one asks how can a young poet learn the
ways of survival when the forms of life and
art are in such disarray from the time he or
she was born?) then all we. have as evidence of
their confrontation with death is the psychic
numbing. So it seems that, while the poet may
accept the vision of disintegration, even recognize its necessity, the critic must hopefully cast
a pebble in the direction of establishing order,
suggesting patterns of re-order even if, in the
process, the critical note may seem to contribute further to the disarray.

BOOKS
Fay Zwicky, Isaac Babel's Fiddle: Maximus
Books, 56pp., about $2.95.
In these days of one-dimensional sensitivity, it
comes as something of a shock to encounter a
poet who has the vitality as ,veIl as the maturity to create contradictory viewpoints from
which to explore the values underlying the romantic gesture, to combine humour with a
searing delicacy in the teeth of contemporary
quarrels with existence.
Controlled by a sensibility of unusual range
and intelligence, Fay Zwicky's vitality is a
highly original quality. It pulses through all the
technicalities of her verse to break out into an
interplay of perspectives that challenges without disillusioning. Her irony is of the liberating
kind, compounded with a fierce honesty that
refuses to deny the needs of the imagination.
Just try to cast a piano
In the sea
Romantically.
Take it from me
You'll never make it.
I tried it once
Or twice. My
Polished albatross
Kicked me as we
Sank through
Coral gardens.
Holding fast to the tension between liberation
and commitment, Fay Zwicky characteristically
turns personal situations into reflections of a
more universal dilemma. As in the title poem
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of the collection, she often shows the creative
personality faced with contradictory conditions
of survival. Her visual imagery is at once dramatic and symbolic: the young Babel's gesture
of flinging his fiddle into the Black Sea gathers
mythopoeic force as it becomes the' centre
image of an expanding pattern of significance
that goes on reverberating like a depth charge
beneath the translucent surface of her lyricism.
As in other poems, voice and image become
unified through a precise control of deceptively
freed rhythms. Stress plays on resonance as
each syllable strikes a new emotional note,
directed at giving depth to the image: as when
the crashing of drowned piano chords seems to
be forced out of the. compressed stresses bubbling from the word "Romantically" that takes
up the entire third line. The diction seems to
float, and propel itself downwards as kinaesthetic energy informs sense.
Fay Zwicky's sea metaphors are ambivalent.
Her underwater region stands for both the
world of experience and the world of imagination. It is where each is transformed into the
terms of the other, where emotions undergo a
sea-change to take on the forms and colours of
a meaningful surrealism.
While the directness and the flexibility of her
narrative voice is sometimes reminiscent of
Donne, Fay Zwicky's early musical training
(she was a concert pianist at six) has given her
a musicality of tone that in present day terms
is unique in its ability to orchestrate all its own
divergent suggestions of intermingled tenderness, and irony.
Universal themes of age, death and personal
responsibility are sounded with an objectivity
that brings out their archetypal power. Unwinding its fluent cocoon of security, Song of
Experience moves into the ambiguous shadows
of cosmic sunlight:
Anchored upon his back the infant
Gravely sweeps the cushioned world,
Freckled by tender endless leaves, the
Crenellated mottlings of summer's breath;
Slyly unfurled, an eye describes the ageless
Promenade, imprints a lightning presence
on the sky
And briefly renders down his graven
death.
Such uncompromising visions of the human
condition provoke a fury of restlessness that is
nearly always disciplined into images of great
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elegaic beauty. Orpheus, and more especially,
In Memory of Ries Mulder show artistic control working through an uncomplicated simplicity that gives poignancy to a real sense of
loss.
In Survival Kit, the mood is more aggressive.
Abrasive flashes of self-illumination accompany the shedding of a restricted persona,
reaching a crescendo of awareness that is both
romantic and anti-romantic as it superbly
matches gesture with gesture:
Attitudes crumble.
The heart survives in bumbling triumphal
shouts and
Giggles-in night skies, in the babble of
birds,
Grass murmurs, bravura of rocks. So '~lho
mourns
Despair, anguish, fury, passion, fallen
away
Painlessly as another year's petals? Did the
Nightingales carrying on in the woods of
Mycenae
Give a damn for Agamemnon?
Though the poems are grouped into four sections, there seems little reason for the split between the first two, except insofar as Section II
is rather more given over to the wicked joy of
social mockery. Sardonic, compassionate, and
somewhat more relaxed, the characteristic wit
corruscates from a Mozartian fling at the
supermarket values of Don Juan at the Record
Bar to the tribulations of teaching Lear. Included is a formidable recreation of another
myth figure whose importance is epitomised in
a moment of symbolic protest. In Emily Dickinson Judges the Bread Division at the Amherst
Cattle Show, 1858, the poet's role in society is
seen as claustrophobic in practice yet vital in
significance:
But is't for this
I'll go, strangling in smiles, to heaven?
The poem also symbolises Fay Zwicky's relentless use of new perspectives for the purpose of
analysing social values. An Australian shows
a uniquely responsible approach to the national
image. Her satire demythologises in order to
undercut complacent physicality and restore
sensitivity. A creator, not a destroyer of values,
she sees through to the vulnerability behind the
stereotype, once again haunted by that disturbing sense of displacement that is the vitalising
force of the present collection.
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In Section III, this force erupts outwards.
Written during a year's stay in the American
Mid-West, these poems stir new depths of
response, orchestrated, in the case of Fungus
Epidenlic, into a stern and moving objectivity:
Our coming was black in December, slow
grey to
Black and back. Darkness followed darkness, night
Night. Smoothed out by shock we were
stripped
Down efficiently for the new season, to
be shown
To be divided.
Wind reared dead life around,
The voice rhythms, slow and heavy with shock,
absorb the poet's disruptive repetitions and resonances to invoke a sense of the paradoxical
dead energy of the wind itself. This trancelike
identification of psychic with natural forces develops into a terrifying surrealism, controlled
by an almost supernatural understatement, as
the raging tensions of the poem are compressed
into a final symbolic unity:
Dark still and May. Seasons crawl.
Cracked crimson flowerheads bow to
grass, whole
Yesterday. A tornado watch is out till
midnight.
Terraced by fungus the sycamores strike
at us.
Their sickness is clean, white odorless. I
am not
Disturbed by it. The circles of forgiveness have
Shrivelled a little with the year's passing.
In these most powerful poems of the collection, all Fay Zwicky's skills are working together, as if fused into a new intensity. The
result is poetic communication of a high order,
with the reader drawn into the lacerating
microcosm of the poem. The same taut control
is maintained through a variety of moods: the
promise of regeneration in the intensely lyrical
Dogwood contrasting with the sardonic humour
of A Mid Western Wife, where clean flat colloquialisms are brilliantly attuned to a provocative interplay of social and personal attitudes.
Garden of the F'u Dogs, once more objectifying the claustrophobic menace that is so often
the sensitive response to social incongruity,
echoes in its minor key the vibrant discord of
the whole American experience.
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After such a high pitch of performance, the
collection is closed on a more effervescent
note. The poems of Section IV have lots of
high-spirited dash, like encores at the end of
a concert. Paperbacks stands out as a very
subtle piece of satire. The slighter poems
demonstrate a more incisive send up of facile
attitudes. Self is disarmed in Lot's Wife, while
Maharishi Consolator plays out a joyous interchange of commercial and uncommercial viewpoints.
Fay Zwicky's combination of powers is extraordinary by any standards. Her style is
unified, mature, sure of itself, and though her
succinctness is extremely quotable, it is too
distinctive to be imitated. Bursting onto a
despondant literary scene, its immediate impact
is to enliven. Adherents will gather of their
own accord, as
Crenellated images
Prick out in fevered paper constellations
Minds that know beauty
When they see it.
JEAN WHITEHEAD

Nicholas Whitlam and John Stubbs, Nest of
Traitors. Jacaranda Press, $7.50.
This book purports, as it states more than
once, to be an objective and indeed academic
history (replete \vith footnotes) of the Petrov
Affair.
Given the two authors' political vested interests in presenting a version of history supportive of A.L.P. mythology, their hopeful
statement that "Only now ... has it become
possible. to look with some detachment at its
roots, and the conduct and motivation of those
at its centre" (p. 2) asks a lot of the reader's
trust. From the beginning the authors' apparent
contempt for the reader's intelligence seems
reinforced by a relentlessly turgid, adjectival
style suitable to a B-grade thriller writer on an
off-day. As the story begins:
"On the night of 19 June 1953, while the
'atom spies' Julius and Ethel Rosenburg! a\vaited death within a few hours in Sing Sing's
electric chair, Vladimir Mikhailovich Petrov,
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a diplomat wtih the. Soviet embassy in Canberra, lay in a drunken sleep in the guest
bedroom of an expensive private apartment
overlooking Sydney Harbour. In the lavatory
nearest the bedroom, his host, Dr Michael
Bialoguski, was copying on to a roll of toilet
paper the contents of documents he had fished
from Petrov's coat pockets ..." (p. 1).
With the crassly loaded verbs ("Menzies
trumpeted ... Evatt proclaimed") go chapter
headings chosen for sensationalism alone, and
a singularly distasteful use of the language of
insinuation. The A.L.P. was deeply embarrassed by the results of the activities of A.S.LO.
counter-spy Bialoguski, but the authors' do not
exactly indulge in open accusations. Instead
they write:
"Bialoguski" (a fifth-year medical student
who complained when put to scrubbing floors
when a wartime refugee in Australia ) "always
seems to have enjoyed a high opinion of himself, to have had a great desire for ... recognition" (p. 5). This is a good example of the
technique of making the reader do his own
mental dirty work. Taken in context, this passage, without doing anything as blunt and nasty
as saying that Bialogusky was arrogant and
possibly paranoid, leaves no other possible
interpretation open. The technique is repeatedly used against "enemies".
Before d\velling further on the language of
the book (which I think is its most significant
feature) reference needs to be made briefly to
its astounding historical inaccuracies. Dr John
Burton, the former head of the Department of
External Affairs and former protege of Dr
Evatt, is described thus:
"Before becoming an incidental victim of the
Petrov Affair, Burton had one of the most
meteoric careers in the Australian public service" (p. 16). The present A.L.P. Government
was not the first to make eccentric appointments to high places. But in fact, Burton had
resigned from his public service career in 1951,
two years be fore the beginning of the Petrov
Affair, and, also before the Petrov Affair, had
discredited himself politically by taking part,
1

Why the Rosenburgs rate scare quotes rou!1d 'atom

spies' is not made clear. Do the authors Intend to
imply they were innocent? In any event. they are not
mentioned again after theIr apparently Irrelevant appearance here.
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during the Korean War, in a Chinese-sponsored
Peace Congress associated with the Communist
Germ Warfare propaganda campaign in Peking. At that time-1952-he was attacked by
Evatt in Parliament, whose tactic of the day
was to accuse the Menzies Government of being soft on Communism for permitting Burton
and his fello~/-delegates to attend. These facts
are readily verifiable by anyone with access to
a copy of Hansard. 2 This inaccuracy is made
less excusable by the fact that Burton seems to
have been one of the authors' major sources.
Burton, the "incidental victim of the Petrov
Affair", said in the pamphlet We Talked Peace
With Asia (Sydney, no date but probably
1952): "It was because of the Government's
action in Korea that 1 left the Department of
External Affairs ..." Another embarrassing inaccuracy is contained in the assertion that at
that time B. A. Santamaria and what vias to
become known as the N.C.C.-D.L.P. complex
were another "secretive body that combined a
zealous opposition to Communism with a dislike of the left wing of the Australian I...Iabor
Party and the foreign policies of Dr Evatt"
(p. 49). This foreshadows Evatt as the victim
of ~ome right-wing conspiracy when he was at
that time actually encouraging Santamaria,
looking to him for advice on policies and consulting with him closely.
The authors assert that the Petrov Affair
"precipitated the events that for more than the
immediate future shattered" (the A.I./oP.'s)
"prospects of gaining power" (p. 2). Can they
be serious? Menzies, Holt, Gorton, McMahon
all holding office through the legacy of Petrov's
defection? To have given the increasingly
ideologically and intellectually incompetent
Liberal Government an extra IS-year lease of
life, Petrov Inust have been a master-mind indeed. Or should the A.L.P. seek the cause of
its misfortunes, past and present, nearer home?
The level of academic rigour of the book is
perhaps indicated by the assertion that Petrov
was accused of trying to form a pro-Beria faction within the Soviet Embassy. This superficially significant statement is not corroborated,
substantiated or analysed. Its purpose in the
book seems to be to link Petrov with an ogrefigure and to enable the authors to allitera~
2

See Commonwealth Parlianlentary Debates (House of
Representatives) May 20, 1952, p. 465, pp. 512-524.
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tively title one chapter "Booze, Brothels and
Beria".
The book's shortcomings of fact and technique are easy to indicate. What I think more
significant is the endless colouration of language, the manipulation of the sneering adjective. As the gun-carrying Russian security men
frogmarched Mrs Petrov onto an aircraft
(lacking at that time the services of the
R.A.A.F. made available to them by Nicholas
Whitlam's father during the Ermolenko affair),
W. C. Wentworth, an anti-Communist Liberal,
we are told: "busied hinzselj collecting statutory declarations from witnesses who claimed
to have heard her cry out in Russian, 'Help
me!' and 'I don't want to go!" (p.9!).
While "The Conservative government had
superbly stage-managed the Petrov defection
as a Cold-War extravaganza" (p. 94), "Dr
Evatt's submissions ... are, as usual, quite
brilliantly presented, but there is a strange
humility in them ..." (p. 120)
" ... more likely to have been the creation of
the schoolboy talents of the Australian Security
services than the grey-faced men of the
M.V.D." (p. 47) and so on.
In opting for political mythology and emotionally loaded language the authors have ended in a predictable pitfall: political occultism.
Apart from what it says about the authors'
state or states of mind, Nest of Traitors illuminates nothing and conveys no new factual
information, discounting an appendix by Burton. It is almost, indeed, an achievement to
have extracted so little from so much that has
already been written, and \\lith most of the
major figures concerned still alive to interview.
But this is a paranoiac book, heavy with the
presence of unseen, sometimes barely nameable
dark, conspiratorial forces (one chapter, ostensibly dealing with the Australian security services, is actually titled "The Gnomes of Melbourne"). There are bloodcurdling hints and
whispers that perhaps "A.S.LO., under Colonel
Spry, had-as Dr Burton charged-taken over
and was running a secret government of its
own" (p. ]38) and, as in many a book unmasking the truth behind V.F.O.'s or water
fluoridation, "The more facts one gathers the
more likely the conspiracy becomes" (p. 143).
But nothing is proved or disproved, and the
fact that the authors reassert "a dispassionate
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view" (p. 166) of the Menzies era as they
approach their conclusion tells the reader more
of their pre-conceptions than the whole book
tells of the extent to which Menzies used the
affair to his own political advantage.
"The 'tangled skein' of the Petrov Affair
may never be unravelled" (p. 167) the authors
do tell us, in what appears to be a singular confession of failure. From this, however, they
return to generalities, to suppositions, to the
evil currents, the "dark forces" presumably
not unconnected with those for which Whitlam
senior blamed his party's catastrophic defeat at
the 1974 Queensland State polls. The last words
of the text are a climax of occultism:
"One may conclude that there \vas, indeed, a
nest of traitors operating in Australia at the
time \tvhen Casey used the phrase with such
telling effect in 1952; one may also conclude
that the people to whom Casey was referring
were not the real traitors" (p. 168). So who
were the real traitors? Menzies? A.S.LO.? The
C.I.A.? Santamaria? Martians?
The authors conclude with a meaningless
smear by innuendo of some forces or persons
they seem unable to define. Are they afraid of
reprisals? Surely Whitlam Senior would protect them. At least their opponents on the
political Right, however absurd their conspiratorial pre-occupations have sometimes been,
have had the gumption, stage-sense or mental
clarity to be able to pin down the objects of
their fears.
In conclusion, I am prepared to believe that
political mythologies have probably contributed to the sense of shadowy and irrational crisis
that appears to hang over contemporary Western political and social life. The need for
honest, rational and technically competent historians is at least as great today as it has ever
been.
The most charitable thing to be said of this
book by the I.Jabor Prime Minister's merchant
banker son and the Labor Government-employed journalist is that it is a work unacquainted with the disciplines of academic history.
If it is to be set as a text by academic teachers of history or politics, it should be set as an
example of bias and mythologising. That is its
value.
HAL COLEBATCH
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F. K. Crowley (ed.), A New History of Australia, Heinemann, 1974, xii, 639 pp. Hard,
$13.50; Paper, $7.50.
The appearance of this book-the first fullscale general history of Australia to appear for
twenty years-is an important event in Australian historiography. The fundamental significance of A New History lies in its function of
providing a comprehensive overview based on
recent research and publication.
In its basic structure and objectives, A Nelv
History shares much with its predecessor, A ustralia: A Sound and Political History, probably
the only book with which it is directly comparable. Both works, comprising chapters contributed by a diverse group of professional historians, might be said to represent attempts to
reveal the essential spirit of Australian society
at different stages of its development-though
no specific line of interpretation was imposed
on the authors in either case. The earlier
volume, edited by Professor Gordon Greenwood and first published in 1955, has long remained a major university text book; between
1965 and 1969, a fertile period during which
the development of Australian historiography
seriously impaired its usefulness, it was reprinted six times.
A New History is a worthy-and most timely successor. It is a more stimulating and
demanding book in many respects; it is more
analytical, presupposing considerable awareness
on the part of the reader. The most striking
feature of A New History is the manner in
which it reflects the maturation of Australian
historical scholarship. Even a cursory glance
reveals evidence of more profound research, a
more complex thematic structure, a more ambitious treatment of ideas, more incisive judgments and, most significantly perhaps, a more
confident tone.
It is appropriate that A Nelv History should
be edited by the ubiquitous Frank Crowley,
,,,hose personal contribution to Australian history has been very great. During the 1950s, for
example, Professor Crowley helped revolutionize the study of history in Western Australia;
currently he is completing a biography of John
Forrest. An indefatigable worker, he has recently edited another important work, Modern
Austra~ia in Documents, a useful adjunct to his
latest achievement.
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A New History is a lengthy tome with a text
of 550 pages divided into twelve chronological
chapters approximately equal in length. Many
features command respect, especially its impressive bibliography. It is well-documented
and well-indexed. Further, the book is strongly
bound and attractively produced. The dustjacket-a detail from an engraving depicting
Collins Street, Melbourne, in the late 1880smust be one of the most evocative and colourful ever to grace a work on Australian history.
Such a choice of subject suggests the. shift in
Australian historiography from traditional romantic preoccupations to urban studies and
more cosmopolitan interests. It is also a scene
rich in dramatic irony: towering over the
bustling, well-heeled crowd and complacent
"boomers", is that ephemeral leviathan, the
Premier Permanent Building Society. The collapse of this institution, in December 1889, was
a dramatic prelude to the Great Depression of
the 1890s.
Before turning to the contents of the book,
it might be stated that Professor Crowley's excellent preface well describes the nature of the
book and its principal objectives. In particular,
continuity is a striking feature. There is still
disagreement as to the major themes in Australian historical development and the relative
significance of forces and events, yet A N elV
History remains a successful compromise between individual professional integrity and the
demands implicit in the need for co-operative
endeavour. Perhaps evenness and continuity
have been purchased at some price: A New
History is certainly not marred by trendiness,
yet there appears to be more scope for judgments partially incorporating an appeal to
other disciplines such as sociology, social psychology and anthropology. More attention
might have been given to social questions: for
example, the role of women in society, the
nature and function of class, the plight of "outgroups" and the underprivileged like aborigines,
immigrants, convicts, and the poor. Again,
more emphasis might have been given to the
action of ideas or environmental effects-particularly in major cities. However, considerations of space and the need to avoid polemical
or specialist writing in such a work probably
made such excursions impossible. Still, A NelV
History is indeed, as Professor Cro'Nley states,
"as much concerned \\lith econon1ic and social
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history as with government and politics"; there
is also more emphasis on movements and ideas,
than on individual events and persons. Economic, social, political, constitutional, religious
and cultural elements in Australian history are
discussed; attention is paid also to military adventures and foreign relations.
A N elV History manifests the re-evaluative
process currently transforming Australian historiography. There is a reluctance to urge allencompassing explanations, and the view that
an evolving radicalism in politics and society
constitutes the crucial line of development-an
idea first developed by Brian Fitzpatrick and
H. V. Evatt, and which Alan !vfartin has
dubbed "the Whig Interpretation of Australian
history"-is being slowly eclipsed. In the present volume, only Ian Turner adheres to this
enduring thesis. Two other historians, perhaps,
have strong ideological commitments: Terry
Irving, the New Leftist who, vvith Humphrey
McQueen, has been active in criticising "Whiggism" and denying the importance of the literary and political nationalism of the 1890s; and
Michael Roe, also a prominent dissenter from
"Whiggism", particularly the variety peddled
by Russell Ward, the major spokesman for
"the Australian legend". Roe believes that the
urban radicalism of the 1840s (part of the
"quest for authority" in local affairs) was a far
more potent force on subsequent development
than anything that happened in the rural hinterland. Sometimes difficult to comprehend,
Roe has been considerably influenced by Manning Clark.
Appropriately, the first chapter is written by
that consummate "elder statesman" among
Australian historians, A. G. L. Shaw. Professor
Shaw discusses some of the controversies of his
period, 1788 to 1810, which have stimulated
debate among historians for many years. Considering the debate that has raged for twentyfive years over the real reasons for founding a
colony in New South Wales, Professor Shaw inclines to the orthodoxy, classically propounded
in 1937 by Eris O'Brien, that the British Government was primarily interested in dumping
felons. He regards strategic and comtnercial
considerations-timber, flax, the opportunities
for trade, and the desire to outmanoeuvre the
French-as essentially secondary in importance.
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Some of the themes explored in the remainder of the chapter are the conflicts between the
early governors, the New South Wales Corps,
and the first large landowners (the "pure
merinos"); early economic development; and
the evolution of colonial society, including the
plight of the aborigines and the experience of
convictism.
Terry Irving deals with the period from 1850
to 1870 and his chapter is primarily devoted to
the introduction of responsible government and
the effects of the gold rushes. Dr Irving provides a good analysis of the controversy in
New South Wales regarding the new constitution and, continuing Roe's story of the agitation against transportation, he shows how such
conflicts fostered new forms of class-consciousness. More materialistic than Roe, Irving agrees
that the gold rushes exacerbated existing trends,
especially in New South Wales. By taking
charge of major issues such as railway development, immigration and land policy, Irving
convincingly asserts, bourgeois businessmen,
having oustered the pastoralists, established the
lines of a new social and economic order that
was not seriously challenged until the 1890s.
The late G. L. Buxton, best remembered for
his fine regional study, The Riverina, 1861-91,
writes on the period from 1870 to 1890. Exploring all manner of occupational groups in
city, town and country, Buxton uncovers many
of the conflict symptoms endemic to the development of a pluralistic society, pointing out
that these made the Bulletin's credo, "Australia
for the Australians", essentially meaningless.
It is instructive to remember that many of
these conflicts-for example, urban-rural antagonism, sectarianism and racism-had their
genesis early in our history; historians, often
preoccupied with class conflict, have often been
guilty of paying them insufficient attention.
The sixth chapter, covering the period from
1890 to 1900, belongs to Brian de Garis. He
begins with an analysis of the complex causes,
course and consequences of the Great Depression. Dr de Garis offers a modified version of
the N. G. Butlin thesis: that is, that the Depression was primarily caused by internal factors arising from a developing imbalance in the
economic structure of the colonies through
over-extension in several key sectors.
Dr de Garis also devotes considerable attention to the Maritime Strike of 1890 and the
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rise of the Labor parties, challenging the
"capital versus labour" interpretation of Fitzpatrick and Robin GoHan, and denying the oftmooted militancy of the union leaders. He is
also sceptical of the importance often ascribed
to the nationalist "rural ethos" of the 1890s;
instead, Dr de Garis stresses the continuing
predominance of the capital cities in determining the tenor of politics and the pattern of
popular culture. On the basis of this circumspection he is able to offer a masterly account
of the federation movement.
Frank Crowley has elected to deal with the
period from 1901 to 1914. Professor Crowley
is a conscientious historian but his prose, perhaps, suffers the defects of his virtues: like his
Australia's Western Third and Forrest, this
chapter is somewhat flat and bloodless. Moreover, I feel that he has committed several
major sins of omission. Much of the chapter,
devoted to the "nation building" of the early
years of the Federal Government is thorough
and workmanlike. He is also very impressive
when discussing economic questions. But he
might have examined political life in the states,
particularly Commonwealth-State relations,
rather more. He described the conflicting loyalties of Australians, concluding that \ve were still
essentially British in orientation, but he fails to
analyse the complex forces operating on society
with sufficient vividness and imagination. Professor Crowley's acknowledgement of fundamental divisions in society (apart from industrial unrest), and the relative impact of various
social groups, is confined to superficial comment
at the end of his chapter.
In the eighth chapter Ian Turner discusses
Australia's role in the Great War and the
impact of the conflict on domestic affairs.
Conflict, a favourite theme of Turner's, characterises much of his historical writing; his style
-more vigorous than most of his colleaguesis well-suited to his fundamental interests. In
both style and content, and because of his
strong "Whiggish" views- 'the Great War reinforced bush values"-this chapter stands out
from the others. Yet Turner's analysis of the
manifold effects of Australia's entry into the
conflict is of such dimensions as to make this
a very good piece ot historical \vriting. Turner
certainly has not missed the deep significance
of Fisher's pledge to Britain in 1914 to udefend
her to the last man and the last shilling" (314).
4
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Heather Radi's chapted on the 1920's is particularly fascinating and challenging. This is a
difficult decade which doesn't appear to "belong"; its enigmatic quality poses problems for
historians seeking to incorporate it in an allembracing interpretation of Australian history.
Relative to the preceding thirty years the 1920s
were materialistic and unheroic: R. M. Crawford, writing in the 1930s, dubbed it "the mean
decade". Dr Radi is confronted by the same
problem, in an historical context, which exercised D. H. Lawrence in Kangaroo-the apparent lack of an inner core to the Australian
personality.
Geoffrey Bolton contributes the penultimate
chapter, covering the years from 1939 to 1951.
In a wide-ranging survey of this period, Professor Bolton discusses many important issues
such as Australia's role. in the Second World
War; the effect of immigration on society and
industrial development; Australia's changing
relations with other countries; and the political
conflicts which culminated in Menzies' attempt
to outlaw the Communist party. Professor Bolton-whose refusal to show his ideological
colours in political questions is praiseworthy
but sometimes exasperating-is interested in
analysing the complex agents of social change
in great depth. In this sense, he is an historian
who writes from the "bottom" rather than
from the "top".
The. final chapter, by W. D. Hudson, is surprisingly competent: he has undertaken a difficult task in writing contemporary history-the
period from 1951 (the Korean War and Australian McCarthyism) to 1972 (the feverish
December days of Labor's return to power).
Dr Hudson's account is lucid, compact, wellbalanced and moderately objective. One criticism might be made: although he succeeds in
establishing an impressive aloofness from
events he himself has witnessed, his style suffers
at times from rather overwrought prose and
precious expression. His last sentence is one example of this.
Finally, it can be stated again that A New
History is a welcome addition to the corpus
of Australian historical writing. For those
wishing to acquaint themselves, in a single
volume, with the salient features of Australian
history, or the tenor of modern scholarship, A
New History of A ustralia is a sound investment.
ROGER VIRTUE
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Hal Porter, Fredo Fuss Love Life. Angus &
Robertson, 1974. 216 pp. $5.25.
Hal Porter, In An Australian Country Graveyard, and other Poems. Nelson Press, 1974.
45 pp. $4.50.
In the final and title story in Freda Fuss Love
Life, Hal Porter \vrites, "one cannot unsee
what has been seen", and in one sense this
reads a little like a Q.E.D. to the collection.
These stories display Porter's descriptive power
and meticulous, exhaustive observations of detail no less than his previous five short-story
collections.
The language is ornate, allusive, obsessively
adjectival, and does create the impression of
what has been called a 'shimmering surface' to
Porter's writing, but the 'shimmering surface'
reflects more than its own bright jewels. The
method of these stories, particularly Jessie,
Honze Town, and Mr Jefferson's Tune, is to
build up a series of impressions and memories
around the slightest, usually autobiographical
incident, which would otherwise scarcely sustain an anecdote. Plot is inconsequential. The
tone in which the impressions are communicated is everything. The language, the 'surface',
of these stories, becomes their essence.
Porter's characters are almost all unattractive, and it seems to be the particular nenlesis
of the vain and self-deceived among them to
experience at least a partial recognition of
their own weaknesses on a return to the scenes
of their childhood. Thus, the successful Melbourne actor attending the Friday night dance
at the Mechanics Institute Hall of his Gippsland home town, admittedly something of a
set-piece, in I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now?; and the aging professor in Home Town,
determined, yet afraid to purge himself of the
hatred that has consumed him since his boyhood. The destructive among them range from
the thoughtlessly cruel girl in Brett, through
con men, to the sL~ \vealthy English and Australians in Freda Fuss Love Life, callously degrading each other and the Greeks whose
island they live on. Failure and wasted life are
qualities shared by most of Porter's characters
here. But the attitude of Porter as narrator to
his characters is ambiguous. Even when he
writes savagely, of an old woman, for example:
" ... whatever horror she's crocheting in the illWESTERLY, No. 1
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lit bar-a leper's veil, a hunchback's humpcosy,
a shroud for a midget midget.", both contempt
and savage humour are being expressed. The
ambiguity, irony and self-consciousness of the
narrator make larger claims on the reader's
attention than the characters ever do.
This collection reveals one new development
in Porter's short story writing. The central issue
of the narrator's point of view has been refined
from questions of attitude and tone to questioning the adequacy of a story's structure.
This is apparent in The Sale and in Jessie. At
several points in the last pages of Jessie the
narrator writes, "This story could end here.",
and, on the last page, "This story should've
stopped at the point where I left her sitting,
dressed as herself, by herself. Or it should've
stopped as the King's Road taxi-cab starts for
other places while we talk of other things, just
after Martha says "... and I think 1 understand."
"Understand what? I don't understand what
Jessie says I don't understand. Why should I?
What's there to understand?"
This kind of literary 'experiment' is often a
pretension or a joke, but in Jessie it is disturbingly effective. Porter is genuinely interested in his own role and responsibility as a
creator of fictions, and in the particular problems of his kind of autobiographical fiction.
Porter was known as a poet before his name
as a prose writer was established, and it was
his poetry that first earned him his reputation
for a highly-wrought, self-conscious and artificial verbal style-deservedly. These lines are
from 'Tip-Time Cat' written in the early 1950s,
A deadlock, so-so, fulcrum nil
on which two seasons countervail,
whose Rupert's drops-not dew, not haila shillingsworth, disdain to spill
from mallow fixed as lithophyl
till blue-wren's unwiled oxytone
empierces Earth's strict subterrane,
In An Australian Country Graveyard, and
other poems is Porter's third volume of poetry,
and it is not an exciting collection, but it makes
an interesting comparison with the new stories.
Porter's poetry, conservative, adhering strictly
to rules of rhyme and metre, has always contrasted with his distinctive and original prose.
The contrast now takes a ne\v direction, in that
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his latest stories have become more complex,
while the poems have become simpler, adopting narrative and discursive modes, and abandoning the tortured lyrics of T he Hexagon
(1956) collection.
The 'Graveyard' sequence comprises 'The
First Comers', which relates the perils facing
passengers on a sailing ship bound for Sydney,
and six 'verse-biographies' written after musing
on old headstones in a country graveyard.
Unfortunately the generalisation concerning
a new-found simplicity does not hold for 'The
First Comers', by far the longest poem in the
collection. Porter's language almost acts as a
barrier to the communication of the experience
being described"the sea on which the boundaries conjoined
of bondage boredom spleen to leave no
space
except the pin-point madness balanced on".
The alliteration, puns and elaborate word-play
create a surface which is, unlike that of the
stories, mere surface-dazzling and impenetrable. The description of the ship's voyage
draws alternately on 'The Ancient Mariner',
and the legend of the Flying Dutchman, and
claims made for the storms at sea and on land
are more than the poem can bear. Lightning,
for example, is
". . . the vast Form of fire,
insane and mythological, let loose
to bray, 'I am Alpha and Omega!' "
When less is intended for them, the poems
are more successful. 'lvlarried Couple' is an
urbane and witty account of a loveless marriage, in which the poet's technical skill can be
admired. 'Hiroshima (25 ~,fay 1967)' juxtaposes modern, westernized Japan against
Japan's history, degraded no\v by, for instance,
"ski-nosed eaves, late-sixteenth century
run up in nineteen fifty eight ...",
and, with grim irony, against the memory of
the recent past-the hydrogen bomb.
Porter's elegant drawings are always at least
as effective as the poems they illustrate. Of
these two publications, Fredo Fuss Love Life
in particular bears witness to the vigour and
development of Hal Porter's art.
DAVID BEAN
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Arthur Hugh Clough, Arnours de Voyage, ed.
Patrick Scott (Victorian Texts I), University
of Queensland Press 1974, 82 pp. Cloth, $6.00;
Paper, $3.00.

as the poem proceeds, and as Clough steadily
focusses his imaginative purpose on the mind
and sensibility of his peripatetic hero, Claude.

This is the first volume in a handsomely presented series entitled Victorian Texts being
published by the University of Queensland
Press. The aim of the series is to provide, in
an inexpensive format, scholarly editions of
nineteenth century English novels, long poems,
and the literary works. In selecting titles to be
published in the series, preference will naturally be given to works of particular literary or
historical interest which are out of print or of
which no fully reliable text is available. Each
volume is to include an introduction by the
editor and a comprehensive critical apparatus
of explanatory notes on difficult aspects of the
text. In addition there will be comments on the
textual problems associated with the particular
work and a full record of substantive variants
among different versions of the text, including
any that may still be in manuscript.
The series is well conceived and should prove
to be an invaluable aid to students of Victorian
literature. This will be especially true if subsequent volumes maintain the high editorial standards set by Patrick Scott in his edition of
Clough's Amours de Voyage. The choice of this
masterly poem as the first in the series was
most appropriate, not least because of the
manuscript variations and textual uncertainties
resulting from a somewhat unusual publishing
history. The poem remained unpublished for
nine years after its composition in 1849, and
parts of it were often written out afresh or
modified during those years. Mr Scott carefully
records these variants and gives in his comprehensive textual notes a meticulous account of
the numerous alterations, additions, and deletions made by the poet. These changes are all
referred to the various manscript copies of the
poem or parts of it, and it would seem that we
now have as close a version as possible to that
which Clough himself would have wished to
preserve. (We must note, however, that A. L.
P. Norrington's revised edition of the Poen1s in
the Oxford Standard Authors series was at
press when Mr Scott published his volume.)
One of the aspects of major critical significance
to emerge from a consideration of these variants is that the earlier Cantos remain relatively
stable. By contrast much alteration takes place

The poem is presented in epistolary form,
and with a flexibility and informality of style
that even today, despite the hexameters, sounds
distinctively modern. The dramatic interchange
between various characters, the potential interest in their differences, and the narrative excitement springing from the stirring events of
Mazzini's Rome besieged by the French, which
form the background to the introspective protagonist's visit to Italy, all these elements
diminish in importance as the poem advances.
Clough plainly comes to see with ever-increasing imaginative as well as "personal" understanding how his hero was properly conceived
of not simply as a character in a narrative
poem but as a representative figure of his Age,
whose personal problems in the fields of culture, politics and love, were analogues of the
spiritual and intellectual difficulties of the
times. We find then, that the epistolary technique which tends, one presumes, towards compartmentalized units, in fact frequently melts
into what a later Age. was to call the interior
monologue, and the realistic narration of external events and description of places streams
imperceptibly towards the wavering levels and
depths of significance we have. come to associate with symbolist practice. How odd, therefore, to think these days, as some still tend to
do, of Clough as the archetypal Victorian
doubter; or as the man of great but unrealized
ability (conveniently discounting of course his
premature death at the age of 42) who had
failed-other than in that disastrous honour,
shared with his more eminent friend and
fellow student Matthew Arnold, of getting only
a second at Oxford! How much more appropriate to see him, in this his masterpiece at
least, as a poet of acute intelligence who examined with tact and exuberant inventiveness
some of the essential qualities of his times. In
recent decades, critics and editors, amongst
them Patrick Scott, have done much to adjust
the picture, and they have served Clough as
well as most of his previous readers served him
ill. For he is, indeed, as little a failure as his
own Claude who is always, however absurdly it
might manifest itself at times, sustained in his
endeavours at self-discovery by an idealism
that is not sentimental but is almost throughout
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held in fastidious perspective by an ironic selfawareness. From the. beginning it was the tone
of the poem or parts of it that baffled many
readers, leading some, of whom Clough's contemporary J. C. Shairp may be taken to be
representative, to complain to the poet:
"The state of soul of which it is a projection
I do not like.... There is no hope nor strength,
nor belief in these;-everything crumbles to
dust beneath a ceaseless self-introspection and
criticism which is throughout the one only
inspiration."
The admonition comes from an earnest friend
convinced that in life's great journey, of which
Claude's visit to Rome was a paradigm, Clough
himself was succumbing to a self-indulgent,
Wertherish introspection. And it comes furthermore, from a rather literal-minded friend who
underestimated the poet's powers of creative
self-analysis and reduced his imaginative work
to the level of an autobiographical extension of
his real-life "wandering." Had not Clough, after
all, recently resigned from his lucrative and pro-

mising Oxford post merely because he would not
indulge in the required convention of signing the
39 Articles? Clough's reply is sharp and explicit:
"Gott and Teufel, my friend, you don't
suppose all that comes from myself!-I assure
you it is extremely not so."
It is worth recalling these well-known passages from the correspondence as they point
directly at one of the major reasons for the
poem having been misread and underestimated,
and more particularly for its conclusion having
been misinterpreted. It is appropriate, therefore, that Mr Scott should conclude his Introduction by drawing attention to this important
aspect, because his own critical views, together
with his useful explanatory and textual notes,
not only make the poem in general more accessible to the initiated reader; they should
also help to prevent similar misunderstandings
in readers who are meeting the poem for the
first time.

R.A.FORSYTH

D. SCHWERDT
We leave
Our selves
Outside., without umbrellas,
In the rain
And over lunch with white astringent wine
We discuss
Dispute
And find that we are human
We sit exposed, each to each,
Naked in the candlelight, exultant.
But the red-vested waiter notices
Politely
Bringing us hats as
We leave.
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TOY DORGAN

Darwin
the snatch of a white-glare
lake lounged
in the valley.
shadows sulked
under their makers
and a magpie's eye
matched the duration
of the recurrent one in the sky.
suhUe motions
in the underbrush
broke the passivity
and completed
the saga in which none are selected,
but taken.
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